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ABSTRACT

lntroduced species have become a limiting factor in the maintenance
of native grasslands in Calgary, Alberta. Currently, there are no formal
techniques being used to manage Calgary.s grasslands, The primary
purpose of this study was to determine the pattern of species distribution
along an environmental gradient in order to recommend appropriate
management prescriptions,

The study site for this project was Nose Hill park located in northwesr
Calgary. A Canonical Correspondence Analysis was performed on species
frequency data, environmental factors, and disturbance factors which
revealed that moisture regime had the largest influence on plant community
composition on Nose Hill Park.

Four main grassland associations were found to occur on Nose Hill.
Needlegrass/western wheatgrass was found on steep south facing slopes
with rapid drainage and high levels of insolation. The main d¡sturbance was
light to moderate grazing in the past, lf prescribed burns are to be used as a
management technique, fire intensity must be tightly controlled since further
moisture loss from the site may favour a community type dominated by
more xeric species such as blue grama grass. The rough fescue/parry
oatgrass association occurred on well drained Black chernozemlc soils, with
ample moisture. Rough fescue is susceptible to heavy grazing pressure, and
may be eliminated in favour of Kentucky bluegrass under intense
disturbance. Smooth brome and smooth brome/Kentucky bluegrass
associations represent areas on Nose Hill that were planted, intensely
grazed, or developed as a result of agricultural activity. Cattle grazing can
be used to help eliminate swards of smooth brome, but Kentucky bluégrass
may increase in abundance with grazing,

Based on the research findings, a number of management options
were recommended to deal with each of these four vegetation associations.
It was concluded that these techniques should be implemented in the form
of small experimental plots accessible to the public, before any large scale
manipulations are attempted.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Cultivar: For "cultivated variety, " is a named and released assemblage of
plants, which are mainly selected ecotypes that exhibit superior
performance in defined areas (Thornberg 1 982).

Disturbance: Defined as forces that alter an existing ecosystem; can
result from grazing, fenilizers, herbicides, mechanical
treatment and prescribed burning (Saskatchewan
Agriculture 1991),

Grassland: lncludes any herb-dominated vegetation, steppe to tundra to" marsh, as well as herb-dominated layers of savanna or open
forest (Daubenmire 1 968).

Native vegetation: Any species that was naturally occurring in the
area prior to settlement (Dangerf ield 1 993).

Plant community: A combination of plants that are dependant on their
environment and influence one another and modify their
own environment (Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg 1 974).

Restoration: Replacement of an authentic plant community on a site
where that particular community no longer exists,
Restoring rather than revegetating ecosystems may
involve providing habitat for the preservation of species
and ecological phenomena. restoring sound ecological
function to badly damaged landscapes, or re-establishing
biological diversity (Collicut and Morgan 1991).

Revegetation: Defined as the replacing of vegetation on a formerly
. vegetated site or the establishment of a vegetative cover

not representative of an authentic plant community on a
non-vegetated site (Collicut and Morgan 1991).

Vegetation Management: The area and science of manipulation of the
composition, structure, and function of
vegetation over a landscape to achieve some
predetermined goal (Romo and Lawrence
1990).

Weeds: Undesirable species that occupy an area. These include all
introduced species, as well as native species that aggressively
dominate a stand (Dangerf ield 1 993).
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUGTTON

1,1 Backoround

Coupland (1 979) def ines grassland as being any region where

herbaceous plants are natural community dominants, and woody vegetation

is absent or marginal. The biotic composition of grasslands in a particular

geographical area is a product of characteristic climate, fire frequency and

soil type (Peterson and Adler 1982). ln add¡tion to inherent ecosystem

properties, the grasslands have been greatly influenced by land-use

conversions to agr¡culture and livestock grazing (Peterson and Adler 1 982),

Urbanization impacts the interaction of natural ecological units, and has

provoked maior alterations in the grassland biome (Curtis 1971), The

removal of vegetation for housing and industrial development fragments

large habitats into smaller isolated ones (Sharpe et al. 1986), processes

such as river channelling, wetland drainage, levelling of rough ground, slope

terracing, and agricultural practices contribute toward modifying the natural

environment, and intensifying disturbance of remnant native vegetation (Gill

and Bonnett 1973).

The rapid growth experienced in recent years by the city of Calgary,

Alberta has placed pressure on the natural environment (City of Calgary

1 979). To protect remaining elements of the natural environment in an

urban form, the city is undertaking a more active role in natural area
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conservation and management. Many areas ¡n and around the city that are

valuable from the ecological perspective have been identified as being

"Environmentally Sensitive Areas" (ESAs) (City of Calgary 1979). The City

of Calgary defines an Environmentally Sensitive Area as;

"an area of land and/or water that may contain distinctive or unusual
features, important biotic communities, or performs sign¡ficant
eeological functions. lt may include escarpments or drainage courses,
but can also include relatively flat lands generally considered suitable
for development (C¡ty of Calgary 1979)."

The purpose of an ESA designation is not to prevent all development

in the ¡dentified regions, but rather, to provide some degree of protection of

these areas from irreversible damage until the city has assessed the

proposed development and ¡ts potential impact on the ESA (Geisbrecht

1993).

The 1991 Calgary Urban Parks Survey, "Pulse on Parks" indicated

that the Citizens of Calgary have a strong interest in protecting the open

spaces and natural hab¡tats found throughout the C¡ty (Calgary Parks &

Recreation 1991). ln response to the desire of Calgarians to manage their

natural areas and resources, Calgary Parks and Recreation is in the process

of producing a Natural Areas Management Plan which will reflect the vision

of "an extensive, connected, representative, and healthy natural parkland

system" throughout Calgary (Elphinstone 1 993), The City's aim is to:

"use resource management techniques to protect, administer and/or
reclaim significant plant and animal communities, landforms, and
ecological processes (Elphinstone 1 993), "
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Calgary Parks & Recreation will ensure the long term viabil¡ty of the

prairie landscape by maintaining diversity and representivity of nat¡ve and

natural habitats throughout the City (Elphinstone 1993),

1 .2 Problem Statement

lntroduced weed species have become a limiting factor in the

maintenance of native grasslands in Calgary by lowering species biodiversity

(Elphinstone 1 993). Cultivated and escaped material are replacing native

species in areas of general stress, to the extent that some areas are now

dominated by invader species (Elphinstone 1 993), Smooth brome (Bromus

inermisl and Canada thistle (Cfsrurn arvensel are becoming regular

understorey species in many natural areas (Elphinstone 19931. There is also

an expansion of shrubs into native Fescue and Mixed grasslands (Elphinstone

1993).

There is increasing concern over the City's traditional methods for

controlling weed and other pest species, as well as with the overall

management of native plant communities. Generally, control of encroaching

weeds is handled by spraying, but chemicals will be a problem ¡n the future

as the public pushes for a ban of their use in natural environments

(Elphinstone 1993). Loss of the natural ecolog¡cal state of grasslands

increases management costs (eg. weed control, fire control) as well as

potential conflicts (eg, users, neighbouring uses and wildlife).
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At the present time, there are no formal techniques being used to

manage native grasslands in the City of Calgary. The intent of ,'managing"

grassland ecosystems involves:

1) the protection of Calgary's existing native grasslands
considering the propagat¡on of introduced species,

2l the restoration of disturbed grasslands to a near native state ¡f. practical, and,

3) adjusting to the loss of natural controls such as grazing and fire
(Elphinstone personal communication 1 993).

The knowledge of how to maintain a continuous and regenerating system,

and how to influence habitats that normally have natural controls, is lacking

within Calgary Parks & Recreation (Elphinstone 1993).

It must be noted that fûll restoration of highly disturbed grasslands,

that ¡s restoration of a site to its pre-damaged condition, may be unfeasible

within the bounds of the predictive capability of ecology (Cairns 1988). Full

restoration is difficult, costly, and uncertain for the following reasons:

" 1 ) lnformation about the original system may be inadequate in
terms of deta¡led species inventories as well as detailed
descriptions of the spatial relationships, trophic dynamics, and
functional attributes of the system.

2l An adequate source of species for recolonization may not be
available because of the uniqueness of the damaged community
or because the remaining communities of this type would be
damaged by removing organisms for recolonization elsewhere.

3) lt may be impossible to put a halt to some of the factors
causing damage,
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The original ecosystem may have developed as a result of a
sequence of meterological events that are unlikely to be
repeated and may be difficult or impossible to reproduce.

The sheer complexity of duplicating the sequencing of species
introductions is overwhelming. To re-create the original
community, it is not only necessary that species colonize at the
appropriate time, but also that some disappear at the
appropriate time (Cairns 1988)",

Alternatives to full restoration include partial restoration (restoration of

selected ecological attributes of the s¡te), and creation of an alternative

ecosystem type.

1.3 Obiectives.

The principle objective of this study was to determine the pattern of

species d¡stribution along an environmental gradient in order to formulate

appropriate management prescriptions. Secondary objectives included:

1) A description of each selected site on the basis of existing
species composition, land uses within the site, soil
characteristics, and site cond¡tions;

2l A comparative analysis of the species composition of the
various sites in relation to disturbance factors as well as
intrinsic environmental differences;

3) Presentation of potential management strategies and
recommendations to the City of Calgary based on the findings
of the study.

4t

5)
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS

2.1 S¡te ldentification

ln general, information regarding the various types and locations of

grassland communities in the Calgary region is limited. ln 1993, however,

the City- contracted Sentar Consultants Ltd., to conduct a detailed

biophysical inventory of Nose Hill Park. Because relat¡vely detailed

information on grassland communities was available for the Nose Hill area,

and data pertaining to grasslands in other regions of Calgary is not as

descriptive, site selection was limited to Nose H¡ll. Restricting the study

area to this region saved a considerabfe amount of time and mileage. A

sizeable patch of the blue grama community type could not be found on

Nose Hill. and was thus sampled on Briar Hill where a larger area was known

to exist.

For purposes of the biophysical inventory, grassland habitats were

mapped on a scale of 1 :2500 (Kansas and Strong 1993). This level allowed

slope and aspect conditions, which have a large influence on the distribution

of grassland species to be mapped. The intent of the large scale was to

map individual community types rather than assemblages of community

types (Kansas and Strong 1993).

The format of the inventory was an lntegrated Ecological Land

Classification, which is a hierarchial system developed by the Lands
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fundamental unit of classification was the ecosite. An ecosite is defined as

"an area with a unique recurring combinatlon of vegetation soil, landform

and environmental components (Kansas and Strong 1993),"

The method used to derive ecological units was air-photo

interpretation through the use of a stereoscope. Land surface was stratified

according to parent material and then segmented by interpreting

relationships among environmental factors and vegetation (Kansas and

Strong 1 993), After initial interpretation, ground truthing was done to verify

the accuracy of the outlined map polygons, as well as to compile vegetat¡on

data.

Field sampling took place between June 17-29, 1993. Transects

were taken in each of the outlined map polygons, on sítes considered

representat¡ve of the community being sampled (Kansas and Strong 1 993).

Five O.2 m X 0.5 m plots were sampled along each 15 m transect. An area

was identified as being a grassland if the total grass cover was greater than

that of shrubs, and no aspen was present in the area (Lewis and Johnson

1980). Data from individual þlant communities were grouped into

preliminary community types based on similar physiognomy, species

dominants by strata, species composition, percent cover, constancy values

and abundance (Kansas and Strong 1 993). Following f ield collection, data

were re-evaluated and a final classification was developed. The community

types were named based on two species that dominated by stratum. Plant
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community ecosite mapping was transferred to mylar overlay and these

sheets registered to CalSlM (City of Calgary Spatial lnformation

Management; Computer maps of city infrastructure and natural features)

planimetric base maps which provided a geometrically corrected base

(Kansas and Strong 1 993).

This biophysical inventory produced a "large scale ecological land

classification of Nose Hill (Kansas personal communication, 1 993). " For

purposes of this study, however, add¡tional plots of a smaller size (0.25 m X

0.25 m) along each transect were required to observe the behaviour of

individual species along an environmental gradient. The inventory consisted

of fifty-six grassland community types on Nose Hill. For this proiect, the

data were reviewed and heavily disturbed sites, repetitive brome s¡tes, and

shrub dominated sites, were eliminated. Thirty-five community types

remained, These thirty-f¡ve commun¡ties, depicted by polygons on the mylar

map, were physically located in the field w¡th an aer¡âl photograph and re-

sampled to obtain small scale changes in vegetation,

2.2 Site Assessment

ln each of the thirty-five sites, a 20 m straight line transect was

placed in a spot that was fepfesentative of the surrounding homogenous

area, At every 0.8 m interval a sample was taken using a 0.25 m X 0.25 m

quadrat, until a total of twenty plots on the transect had been sampled. A
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sample of every plant species present in each plot was taken and tagged

accord¡ng to the site number and plot number in which it was found. These

samples were later identified, and presence in each plot was recorded

(Johnson and Lewis 1 980), Species nomenclature was based on Moss

(1 959), Species frequency data were collected between July 23, 1 993-

August 3, f993.

The physical parameters recorded for each map polygon were

collected between June 17, 1993 and June 27, 1993 as part of the Nose

Hill biophysical inventory. A soil p¡t was dug at each inventory site in order

to identify su¡ficial material, and to classify the soils to the subgroup level

according to the Canadian System of Soil Classification (Kansas and Strong

1 993). Drainage, moisture conditions and surface texture were also noted

for each site. lt was necessary to have a specific measure for percent slope

and aspect at each of the s¡tes from which actual species data were

collected. Percent slope was measured using a clinometer, and aspect was

obta¡ned through the use of a compass.

Past land use of the area, such as grazing, cultivation or burning, was

determined primarily though interviews, The Glenbow Museum archives, and

the aerial photograph collection at the University of Calgary.
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2.3 Site Analvsis

2.3.1 General

For each site a frequency value was calculated for all species

identified within the stand. The data were entered as a matrix with species

as columns and sites as rows into Microsoft Excel Version 4.00, ln total,

sixty-four species were identified, but the data were condensed to twenty-

two dominant species in order to facilitate the analysis, and decipher actual

patterns of distribution. A Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA) was

performed on the data using Canoco version 3.1 1 . Variables were entered

elther as continuous data or discrete dafa (Tabfe 1).

Table 1: Form of data entry for CCA

VARIABLE FORM IN WHICH DATA W+S
ENTERED

Coded as cont¡nuous data

Coded as continuous data

low (1); moderate (2); heavy (3)

none (01

occurred (1 )

none (O);

cultiv. ceased before 1974 (1 )
cultiv. ceased in 1974 l2l

low (1); moderate (2); well (3)

Actual percent slope entered
(continuous)

Like any algorithm, the CCA produced two sets of site (species)

scores, and although ter Braak (1988, 1990) suggests using the linear

Aspect 1 (north/south)

Aspect 2 (west/east)

Grazing

Burn ing

Cultivation

Drainage

Slope
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combination of variables to plot ordination diagrams, this created distortions

in the data. Site scores (species scores) determined by weighted averaging

were used in the ordination diagrams instead. Cluster Analysis (Syntax

version 3.0) was also performed on site data in order to group sites on the

basis of similarity of species composition, environmental factors and

disturbance factors. species abundances were then averaged for all sites

belonging to a particular cluster.

2.3.2 Description of Canonical Correspondence Analysis

Numerical methodologies that achieve a representation of data

structure in a lower dimensional space, while retaining as much of the

trended variation in the data as possible, are known collect¡vely as

"ordination" or "scaling" methods (Orloci 1g7g). Correspondence analysis

(CA; Hill 1 974) is one such ordination method. ln CA, the squared canonical

correlation 12 between the rows and columns of the data set is maximized

along successive ordination axes {Kenkel 1994). This can be accomplished

through an eigen analysis, where the eigenvalues equal 12 (range O to 1).

The corresponding eigenvector elements are used to obtain component

scores for the row elements, and a simple transformation yields scores for

the column elements as well (Kenkel 1 994).

ln ecological application, an ordination is interpreted under the

assumption that it is an "optimal" representation of species-environmental
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relationships (Kenkel 1 994). In practice, however, the interpretation of

environmental rerationships can be difficult. To overcome this probrem, ter

Braak (1986) proposed a method named canonicar correspondence anarysis

(ccA) "because it is a correspondence anarysis technique in which the axes

are chosen in the light of the environmental variables. " The method is

somêwhat anarogous to producing a cA ordination of a data set, and then

obtaining an "estimate" of the site scores from a multiple regression of the

environmental variables. palmer (1gg3) provides a complete description of

the method and gives examples of its use.

The results of CCA are generally displayed as a "biplot" of species

and site scores, together with environmental variable vectors originating

from the centroid of the ordination diagram. vector direction indicates the

direction of increasing values of the variable, while the relative length of the

vector indicates the "strength" of the trend. Environmental variables that

are highly cofrelated with species composition will therefore have the largest

vector lengths (Kenkel 1994),
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CHAPTER 3: STUDy SITE DESCR|pTtON

3.1 Location

As of 1990, 1127.5 ha 12796 acres) consritute Nose Hill park. The

area is located within section 32, Township 24, Range 1, west of the Fifth

Meridian; and Sections 4, 5, 6, 7, B, and 9, Township 25, Range 1, West of

the Fifth Meridian (Bitd 19721, The park is tocated within the city of

calgary's northwest quadrant, approximatery five k¡rometres from the c¡ty

centre (calgary Parks & Recreation 1 992). Nose Hill is bordered by 1 4th

Street N.W. on the east, John Laurie Boulevard on the south and

shaganappi rrail on the west. MacEwan Glen residential subdivision bounds

the Park to the north (cargary parks & Recreation 'r 992) (Figure 1). The

plateau on top of the hi[ has an average erevation of 1,2oo m above sea

level but the average relief above the surrounding land and urban

development of approximately 90 m (Calgary parks & Recreation 1992).
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3.2 Climate

Calgary's climate has been classed as being "cold temperate" or

"continental" (Wilson 1981), The annual temperature range in the Calgary

region is greater than in any other climatic zone in Canada. The average

amount of sunshine in Calgary is 6 hours per day (Wilson 1 981 ). Southern

Alberta receives more hours of sunshine per year than any other area in

Canada (Fletcher 19721, the summers are short and warm with maximum

temperatures frequently reaching above 3O degrees Celsius. On a typical

day in July, dry air and moderately strong winds can moderate the effect of

high temperatures, but very dry conditions are produced on the ground

(Calgary Parks & Recreation 1 992), Summer temperatures may be

experienced as late as September or October. Spring is short and the

transition from winter to summer can occur within a month (Wilson 1981).

W¡nters are long, and extremes of -45 degrees Celsius have been recorded,

although there is generally a moderation of temperature by periodic chinook

winds (Wilson 1981). Chinook winds are surges of warm relatively dry air

which sweep over the Rockies to the western plains. Chinooks occur 25 to

30 days a year, and have been known to raise sub-zero temperatures 17

degrees Celsius within only a few hours (Wilson 1981), The highest wind

speeds in Calgary are experienced in April or May. The average wind speed

is 12 km/hr during this time, with the mean wind speed throughout the rest

of the year being 1 0.5 km/hr (Wilson 1 981 ).
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Temperatures also fluctuate over a wide range within a 24 hour

period, This range is due to the continental location and relatively high

elevation of the Calgary area (over 1 100 m above sea level) (Wilson l9g1).

On Nose Hill, the effects of rapid changes ¡n temperature are aggravated by

low relative humidities and the absence of dense vegetation (calgary parks

& Recreation 1992). The severe temperature changes experienced in

southern Alberta represent a major stress factor to wh¡ch plants must adapt.

The spring and summer months receive the most rain. During the

growing season, wh¡ch lasts about 108 days between the months of May

through August, average rainfall exceeds 260 mm of the 439 mm yearly

total. Rainfall distribution is often highly variable over these months. part of

the imbalance is due to the heavy rainfall from the many thunderstorms

which occur ¡n this area. calgary experiences low winter precipitation, and

has a median snow depth of 10 cm (Wilson 1981). On Nose H¡ll

specifically, snow begins to collect in coulees and on north facing slopes by

October, A total of 155 cm of snow can be expected to fall but depths on

the ground vary according to location. lt is not unusual for south and west

facing slopes and the plateau to be free from snow for most of the winter,

strong westerly winds quickly remove snow from exposed sites and deposit

it in sheltered coulees. since monthly snowfalls ¡ncrease over the winter to

a maximum in April, substantial snow cover may be present on Nose Hill

until late spring. Much of the local meltwater ¡nfiltrates directly into the soil
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(Wilson 1 981 ). Rivers draining the mountain front have run_off peaks in

early summer from snow melt at higher alt¡tudes (Wilson 19g1).

Precipitation reaches a peak early in the growing season to enhance

moisture cond¡tions for plants. This is critical since winter chinooks may

leave little snow for spring melt and can cause an early spring shortfall ¡n

soil mo¡sture (Wilson 1981),

3.3 Geologv

Calgary lies on the western fringe of the Great lnterior plains

Physiographic Province (Wilson 1981). The plains are flat to gently rolling

and elevations range from 1S0 m above sea level east of Alberta, to 12OO

m above sea level on the Western Margin (Wilson 1gg1). This geological

province of Western Canada consists of a wedge of phanerozoic

sedimentary rock which lies upon older rocks of the precambrian igneous

and metamorphic shield (Carrigy 1970). The eastern edge of this wedge

thins to expose precambrian rocks in Manitoba and Northern saskatchewan,

and from the west it begins to thicken unt¡l the rocks are folded, faulted and

uplifted to form the Rocky Mountains (Carrigy 1970).

Beneath the City of Calgary. the sedimentary rocks are approximately

2100 m thick (Wilson 1981). The Precambrian rocks on which the

sedimentary rocks weÍe deposited consist of granites and other igneous

rocks and are more than 600 million years old. The lower 4SO m of the
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sed¡mentary rock succession consists almost entirely of fimestones and

dolomites (Gaia Consultants et al. 1993). These rocks represent the time

interval from 600 million years to 300 million years ago and include rock of

the cambrian, Devonian and Mississippian periods (Gaia consultants et al.

1993) The upper part of the wedge (1650 m) contains shales and

sandstones that range from l80 million to ES million years in age and are

formed from Jurassic and cretaceous period rocks, and the earliest rocks of

the Tertiary period (Gaia Consultants et al. 1993), The shales and

sandstones of the Porcup¡ne Hills Formation, formed approximately Ss

million years ago during the Tertiary period, are exposed in the Calgary

region (Gaia Consultants et al. 1 993). These rocks have their origin in

material derived from the southwest near the porcupine Hills and were

deposited along the northern margin of a large delta complex (Gaia

Consultants et al. 1993).

Geological deposits in the Calgary areas are resolved into four

mappable packages: Palaeocene bedrock, Tertiary (preglacial) gravels, glacial

deposits, and postglacial deposits (Gaia Consultants et al. 1993) The

Palaeocene bedrock in the Calgary area has been referred to by Carrigy

(1 97O) as the Porcupine Hills Formation of Late palaeocene age (Gaia

consultants et al. 19931. The paskapoo Formation supports the porcupine

Hills Formation and is first met along the Bow Valley in outcrop near the

mouth of the Highwood River. Tertiary and Ouaternary preglacial gravels
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can be combined into a single map unit, They range in geomorphic position

from the top of Nose Hill to the walls of the ¡nner Bow Valley (Gaia

Consultants et al, 1993) Considering the history of downcutting, deposits

at different elevations are likely of different ages. Ouaternary glacial

deposits can be stratig ra ph ica lly subdivided into six glacial formations, each

of which (except for the Calgary Format¡on which is a unit of

g lacio lacustrine silts and sands) includes glacial till and associated

g lacio lacustrine and glaciofluvial deposits (',stratified drift") (Gaia

Consultants et al. 1993). The six, from oldest to youngest are:

1) the Lower Spy Hill Formation

2l the Upper Spy Hill Formarion

3) the Lochend Formation

4l the Balzac Formation

5) the Crossfield Formation

6) the Calgary Formation

3.4 Localized Surficial Geolooy and Tooograohv

Nose Hill is a partially isolated topographic remnant of the

upland plain that flanks the Bow Valley (Kansas et al. 1g93). Erosion in the

valley created relatively steep valley wall slopes along the south side of Nose

Hill and the development of Nose creek Valley to the northwest isolated the

area from the surrounding uplands, except ¡n the northwest area. Ravine
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development ¡n the northwest portion of the area, however, has severed the

connection of the outl¡er with the upland plain, resulting in what is referred

to as Nose Hill (Kansas et al. 1993).

The topography of Nose Hill Park can be divided into three d¡stinctive

components: (11 the upland plain; (2) the side-slopes; and (31 the ravines

that cut into the upland plain. Approximately 80 m of relief occurs between

the upland plain surface and the lowest elevations in the Nose Hill park, ln

contrast, overall natural relief on the upland plain is generally less than b m.

The upland plain tends to have a gently undulating (2-S percent) to

moderately sloping (5-9 percent) surface, while the side-slopes are steeply

inclined (1 5-30 percent). Ravines have very steeply sloping sides (30-45

percent) with more gently lower slopes and bottoms. Three major ravine

systems and approximately twenty smaller ravines occur along the side-

slopes of Nose Hill. All major ravines are incised into the east side of the

upland plain (Kansas et al. 1993).

Ouaternary tills dominate the surficial materials of the Nose Hill area

(Moran 1 986). Along the side-slopes, moraine overlies sandstones,

siltstones, and shales of the Porcupine Hills Geologic Formation, Tertiary

gravels ranging up to 10 m in thickness occurs between the surface till and

the underlying bedrock beneath the upland plain (shetsen 1981). Up to 3 m

of till cover the Tertiary gravels. ln the boundary between the upland plain

and the side-slopes, both bedrock and Tertiary gravels are commonly
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exposed. The thickness or the unconsol¡dated till and associated mater¡als is

greatest in the lower portions of the side-slopes (Kansas et al. 1gg3).

3.5 Soil

The majority of Nose Hill is covered with shallow Black Chernozem

soils. These soils have developed under grassland vegetation, about 440

mm of annual rainfall and generally good drainage conditions (Calgary parks

& Recreation 1 992). ïhe parent material ¡s primarily glacial till consisting of

sorted or unsorted silty clays and coarse gravels. A 1 to 4 cm thick soil

profile ranges in colour from black to dark brown, Since the organic layer is

occasionally very thin on exposed hillsides, there is a danger of exposing the

inorganic soils beneath and hindering the growth of plant cover (Calgary

Parks & Recreation 1992).

The Canada Land lnventory agricultural rating for the Nose Hill plateau

falls between Class 3C and Class 6. The soil's capability for agriculture is

described as having ",.. moderately severe.. to very severe., limitations that

restrict the range of crops or requíre special conservation practices (adverse

climate)" (Calgary Parks & Recreation 1992).

Soils of the Podzolic Order have developed where the microclimate is

wefter. Parent material for this type of soil ranges from glacial till composed

of silty clays and gravels to valley alluvium and slope wash deposits from

weathered tills. Soils in this zone are usually not as rich as those of the
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Black zone (Calgary Parks & Recreation 1992).

3.6 Hvdrologv

Surface water features are limited in Nose Hill park with the exception

of two man-made ponds and weak seepage areas associated with major

ravine systems, such as Porcupine Valley (Kansas et al. 1993). Most of

surface of Nose Hill is covered by glacial till that is high in clay content

(Calgary Parks & Recreation 1 992). A¡r and water infiltration and

percolation capacity of the glacial till are rated fair to poor. As a result,

most of the surface water (from precipitation or snow melt) enters the ponds

or runs off as slope wash via the ravines and coulees (Calgary parks &

Recreation 1992).

3.7 Ecoregion Classif ication

Calgary lies within an area of trans¡tion between the Fescue Grass

Ecoregion on the east and the Aspen parkland Ecoregion on the west (Kerr

et al. 1993) (Figure 2). The Aspen parkland Ecoregion is characterized by

the co-occurrence of rough fescue grassland and stands of aspen on medium

textured, moderately well drained sites without topographic extremes

(Kansas et al. 1 993). The grasslands generally occupy drier situations

within th¡s vegetation mosaic relative to aspen. Associated with the rough

fescue grassland-aspen complex are a variety of shrub communities that
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occupy transitional positions between these two physiognomically different

types of vegetation. Among the common shrub communities are saskatoon

(Amelanchier alnifolial, rose (Âosa acicularisl, and snowberry

(Symphoricarpos albusl (Kansas et al. 1993). Black Chernozemic soils are

typically found in association with Aspen parkland vegetat¡on, however, on

steep north facing slopes Eutric and Melanic Brunisolic soils are more

common (Kansas et al. 1993).
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The Fescue Grass Ecoregion is characterized by the occurrence of

rough fescue (Festuca scabrellal vegetation on medium textured moderately

well drained sites without topographic extremes. The main environmental

determinant of this ecoregion appears to the cordilleran-based climate that

results from the presence of the elevated Rocky Mountains to the west (Kerr

et al. 1993). Tree and shrub commun¡ties are limited to the north aspect of

steep slopes, seepage s¡tes, the bottoms of draws, and valley bottoms

where moisture is more abundant (Kansas et al. 1 g93), Trees are very

limited in their abundance, but can occur in ravine and coulee bottoms. The

Fescue Grassland Ecoregion occurs primarily in the eastern harf of calgary

(Kansas et al. 1993). Although there are not fixed or precise boundaries

between ecoregions, and urban development has destroyed most of the

native vegetation needed to identify ecoregions, and ecological break

appears to occur immediately west of crowchild trail. As a result, Nose Hill

Park occurs within the Fescue Grass Ecoregion (Kansas et al. 1993)

The synecology of this ecoregion is that of a "boreal community on

dry-mesic to moist soils of low fertility in cold-temperate sub-humid regions

with a short gtowing season (Looman 1944).', Fescue prairie occurs in the

Black "Chernozemic' Soil zone in the Foothills of the Rocky Mountains,

Western and Central Saskatchewan as well as in the benchlands and upper

slopes of the Cypress Hills (Saskatchewan Agriculture 1 991 ). The annual

precipitation ranges from 450 to b50 mm, and the rat¡o of precipitation to
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evaporation is about 1 .0 (smoliak et al. 1990), soil textures vary from fine

sandy loam to clay loams. Some areas are underlain by gravel and flat,

water-washed stones up to 25 cm ¡n diameter (Looman 1 9zl4). This

grassland climate has a greater moisture effectiveness than the adiacent

mixed prairie (Saskatchewan Agriculture 1991). The yield of Fescue

grassland is higher than that of any other grassland community in western

canada except the Tall Grass prairie in Manitoba, which today only exists as

a remnant (Saskatchewan Agriculture 19g1).

Fescue Grassland is characterized by rough fescue which may range

from completely dominant along the northern fringe, to codom¡nant with

northern porcupine grass (sf/pa sparteal along the southern edge (smoliak et

al. 1 990). ln the lower southern foothills of the Rocky Mountains, the

combination of rough fescue and parry oatgrass (Danthonia parryn arc

dominant. This is the warmest and driest part of this region. At somewhat

higher altitudes this combinat¡on becomes restricted to warm slopes or stony

soils (smoliak et al, 1990). ln northern locations, rough fescue grows w¡th

aspen groves. Shrubby cinquefoil is the characteristic shrub, but rose,

western snowberry and wolf willow are also common.

3.7.1 Grassland Community Types

All ecos¡tes on Nose Hill are representative of the Fescue Grassland

Ecoregion, ln addition to tree and shrub communities, five native and five

disturbance grassland/forb plant communities were identified In the Nose Hill
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biophysical inventory. These communities include rough fescue-golden bean

(Thermopsis rhombiforial; rough fescue-parry oat grass; needregrass (sfþa

comatal-Parry oat grass; western wheatgrass (Agropyron smithiil; allalfa

(Medicago saf/ya)-wheatgrass; western wheatgrass-bluegrass (poa

pratensisl; smooth brome; smooth brome-quack grass (Agropyron repensl;

bluegrass (Kansas et al. 1993).

Rough fescue vegetation was the most common native plant

community and represented approximately 37 percent of the total vegetation

cover. Rough fescue plant communities represent the zonal vegetation for

the Fescue Grassland Ecoregion and the study area, since it occurs on

moderately well to well drained sites without extreme conditions. The rough

fescue-golden bean community type most commonly occurs on the upland

plain where the topography is relatively subdued. This plant community

represented 13.8 percent of the park. Among the living foliage also

occurred a significant amount of litter. Between the tussocks occurred

species such as northern bedstraw (Galium borealel, cut-leaved anemone

(Anemone multifidal, and golden bean. Soils were moderately well-drained

to well-drained Black Chernozems. Many of the rough fescue-golden bean

stands in Nose Hill Park could be considered good examples of climax

vegetation. This community type is similar to the vegetation described by

Moss and Campbell (1947l' for the Fescue Grassland formation of Alberta,

although golden bean tends to be more abundant in the study area.
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The rough fescue-Parry oatgrass community was most commonly

found on the slopes around the upland plain. Rough fescue in this

vegetation was less dominant and was mixed with other grasses such as

Parry and Hooker's lHelictrotichon hookeril oatgrass, western wheatgrass,

and june grass. lt d¡d not form distinctive tussocks and contained a greater

proportion and higher diversity of forbs than did the rough fescue-golden

bean community type. This community is similar to the Festuca-Da nthonia

Association recognized by Moss (1944) in southwestern Alberta. Well

drained Black Chernozemic soils on moderately steep slopes (1 O-20 percent)

are commonly associated with this community type. This vegetation type

represents approx¡mately 24 percent of the study area, which makes the

most common community in Nose Hill park.

. Needlegrass-Parry oatgrass community type occurs on less than t ha,

but it is a relatively distinctive association that occurs on steep south fac¡ng

slopes (< 45 percent) where conditions are very dry due to rapid run off and

high levels of solar insolation. This association is dominated by a 40 percent

cover of graminoid species such as needlegrass, parry oatgrass, rough

fescue, wheatgrasses, iune grass, Kentucky bluegrass (poa pratensisl, and

sedges (Carex filifol¡al that occur on dry s¡tes.

Western wheatgrass communities are dominated by western

wheatgrass with approximately a 30 percent cover of forbs. This vegetation

¡s most commonly associated with steep south facing slopes where
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conditions are xeric due to rapid drainage and high levels of insolation. The

wheatgrass phase most commonly occurs on ravine slopes, while the golden

bean phase tends to occur on the south facing side-slopes of the upland

plain. Dark Brown Chernozemic soils most commonly occur in association

with this vegetation. Approximately 32 ha of the study area is vegetated by

this community type.

The alfalfa-wheatgrass, western wheatgrass, smooth brome. smooth

brome-quack grass, and bluegrass community types represent vegetation

that has been planted or has developed as a result of agricultural activities.

These communities primarily occur on the upland plain where cultivation has

occurred, but can also occur where other intensive land use has destroyed

the native plants. Approximately 47 percent of the study area is composed

of these plant communities (Kansas et al. 1 993).

Although there are two climatic zones in the Calgary area: Fescue

Grass Ecoregion and Aspen Parkland Ecoregion, the vegetation inventory for

the grassland communities found on Nose Hill generally coincided with the

inventory that was conducted for the larger Bow Valley area as part of the

Calgary Urban Parks Proiect (Table 2). As such, the results for this study

based upon data collected on Nose Hill, may be applicable to the entire

Calgary area. but the possibility that limitations such as localized soil

moisture differences may exist must be noted.
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Table 2: Correlation of plant community-types (CTl for Nose Hill Park and
the Calgary Urban Parks Project (Kansas et al. 1994)

Nose Híll Park A¡ra Calgary Urban Parfts PÌoird AIla

espør/Rose CT símilat to the ,qspetr6ås&¿oon:Oogwood CT bur lacks
the dogwood componet ard has a reduced saskaoon

Bal,"rn PoplslRos€ cr 
content

,lrgperi/Snoìvberry CT
Æpar/Smooth Brome CT S¡mi¡âr to the Ba¡$tn Poplansmoodt &orne Cl brn hæ

wiro,,rsnowbrry cr 
¡spefl 

'¡5 
an ov.'..*Y ,'úer than b¡Jsa¡n popiar'

Choke Ore¡ry¡Sno¡be¡ry CT Símilar to the Gtoke Grerry Cï but has a tudr a tore
dominam sno¡berry straum.

Saskaoon/Snowbetry CT Sækaoon/Snowbcry CT

Wolñ^,illow/Bluegrass CT

Roser'Sno¿baryCT RosøSnowbary CT

Snowberry CT Snowberry CT

Poplar/Dândelíon CT

Alfa.¡fa-w h ea8rass CT

Rough Fescuecolden 8ea¡¡ CT
Rough FescleParry Oaçrass CT Simila to ô€ Routh Feso.¡e Cl

Needle GrasePerry OaErdss Cf s¡milar to the Ne€df Èl /he¡Eráss CT but with a much

weíern wheãErass cr 
grear abundance of Psry oaEr¿ss

Smooth Brome CT Ocdrrs within the Smooth SromÈThifle Cf complex,
but with a reduced thisle componanu

Smooth EromeQuad Crâss CT A component \ridrin tñe ovr¿¡l di$rbence
community complex dcsct¡bcd õ Smoorh Srom*
'fhistle but with a reduced óifle ¿nd enhanced
wheagrass component.

Bluegrass CT
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CHAPTER 4: VEGETATTON MANAGEMENT TOOLS

Prairie grasslands can be managed by a variety of options including

fire, grazing, mowing, fertilization, and herbicides (Higgins et al. 19991. This

chapter will present a general overview of these various options as a part of

management strategies in order to attain a specific goal.

4.1 Prescribed Burnino

Burning is considered by some prairie restorat¡on¡sts to be ,'the single

most important tool available to establ¡sh and maintain a qual¡ty prairie"

(Prairie Restorations, lnc, 1992). This technique has obvious limitations in

many restoration and reclamation projects such as restrictions on use, the

large labour force required, potential for damage to adjacent vegetation

types, and possible increased erosion (Kerr et al. 1993). The increased

human impact of prescribed burning must also be realized, especially in a

large urban setting, Vegetation or stubble burning often elicits an emotional

response from the public, Health factors such as lung ailments (in particular

asthma) may be aggravated by smoke inhalation resulting from prescribed

fires, especially in closely spaced residential areas, When burning sections

within residential areas, the ¡ncreased potential for property damage must be

considered. and extra precaution must be taken to ensure that the f¡re is

tightly controlled.
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Unlike grazing, prescribed burns can be done in a single day, so in the

long run fire is less costly ¡n terms of time and finances than the ongoing

use of cattle (Clark, personal communication, 1 993), ln addition, grazing

requires a full complement of animals, since different species forage on

different plant material at different times of the year (Clark, personal

communication, 1 993).

Burning of grasslands as a management option is often done with the

specific objectives of reducing vegetative litter, controlling noxious weeds,

and to improve the height and dens¡ty of plant cover (Higgins et al. 1989).

Fire can remove litter (consisting of dead grass, leaves, and inflorescence

stalks) which ìs broken down slowly by micro-organisms, and tends to

accumulate and smother many low-growing species. Smothering may

eventually result in a species poor sward which contains only coarse grasses

and few herbs (Duffy 1974).

ln general, burning of grasslands may bring about a reduction in

m¡crobial competition at the soil surface, thereby permitting successful

development of postfire fungal colonists (Risser et at. 19g1). Although

combustion of living, dead and humic plant materials results in the

volatization of nitrogen and sulphur. most nutrients are added to the soil as

soluble salts which are readily available to the plants. Both total and

available nitrogen in the soil have been observed to increase after burning

(Young 1983), This is primarily due to the stimulation of nitrogen fixing
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bacteria and increased rates of organic matter decomposition. Burning

removes plant cover and exposes the soil surface to increased water and

wind erosion, but overall, erosion following fires is not likely to be a serious

problem unless the slopes are steeper than 20 percent (Wright et al. 1976).

lmmediately after burning there may be an increase in soil water loss when

there is no mulch cover and the soil surface temperature is higher (Risser et

al. 1981), Later in the growing season, when a large biomass has been

stimulated by burning, water loss by transpiration may also reduce soil water

(Anderson 1 964).

4.1.1 Fire Effects on Wildlife

Depending on the size of the area, wildlife found in fescue grasslands

may include large mammals such as whitetail deer lOdocoileus virginianusl,

red fox (Vulpes vulpesl, coyote (Canrs latransl, and mule deer lOdocoiteus

hemionus\. The possible effects on existing fauna in smaller reserves may

be limited to small mammals, bird and insect populations (Clark and Johnson

1 993). Direct effects of f ire on wildlife include h¡gher mortality f rom direct

burning, heat stress, asphyxiation, physiological stress from overexertion

while escaping, and increased predation due to loss of cover (Clark and

Johnson 1993). lndirect effects may include changes in the patterns of

mortality, reproduction, and movement due to a change in quality and

quantity of food, the availability of nesting sites, predation pressure,
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compet¡tion and social interactions (Clark and Johnson 1993). Animals may

be forced to escape the f¡re and not return to the site following the burn

(Clark and Johnson 1 993). Abortion of litters or the abandonment of

dependent young may reduce reproductive output (Clark and Johnson

1993),

Small Mammals

ln ungrazed grasslands, fires generally have a negative impact on

folivorous rodents that usually use litter to nest on the surface (eg. microtine

rodents and harvest mice), and who forage for invertebrates in the litter

layer. Species that forage for seeds and/or invertebrates in habitats which

generally lack litter cover may be positively affected by fire (eg. ground

squirrels (Spermophilus spp.) (Kaufman et al. 1990). Disturbed populations

generally return to normal levels within two to three years following a major

fire (Kaufman et al. 1990).

lnvertebrates

Mortality of invertebrate species will occur unless they are able to

escape either below the so¡l or into the air. The soil layer provides an

effective barrier to the heat of the fire front, and therefore species which are

below the soil surface (ie, soil arthropods) should be relatively unaffected

(Clark and Johnson 1993). Invertebrates may also suffer indirect effects

due to changes in food quality and quantity, increased predation, etc. The

presence of refugia for both invertebrates and small mammals in adjacent
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unburnt areas can provide a source for recolonizing areas that were burned

(Clark and Johnson 1993),

Birds

Ground nesting birds may be negatively effected by prescribed burns,

but the effects are primarily dependent on the time of treatment, Spring

fires may burn birds' nests and destroy the young. lf this occurs early

enough in the breeding season, the parents will usually emigrate elsewhere

and lay a second clutch of eggs. Fall burns usually have little impact on

birds (Clark and Johnson 1 993), Moving nests or protecting the area

immediately around them should protect these nests from effects of fire

such as smoke and heat, and help reduce the chances of mortal¡ty (Clark

and Johnson 1993).

4.1 .2 Fire Effects on Vegetat¡on Composition

While general pred¡ctions can be made about how d¡fferent groups

such as grasses, forbs, and woody species will be affected by fire there is

still little known about individual species within groups or how grassland

communities as a whole will react (Clark and Johnson 1 gg3), lt should be

noted that species react d¡fferently to fire depending on the geographical

location, and that the ava¡lable literature pertaining to fescue grassland

species is limited. As such, this section provides general species reactions

to fire which may or may not be specific to fescue grasslands of the Calgary
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area. The work conducted by Kruse and H¡ggins in South Dakota is

applicable to mixed grass and fescue prairie, but does not include aspen

parklands (Higgins et at. 1989a,).

The following are general observations that have been noted in field

studies in northern mixed prairie and have not been based on quantitative

data (Wright and Bailey 1980; Higgins et at. 1999a);

Repeated burning on the f¡rst of March can result in a sharp decrease

in the number of Kentucky bluegrass plants (Kruse and Higgins 1 ggg),

Kentucky bluegrass and quackgrass apparently decline in abundance after

several consecutive spring fires (May-June). Fires at the time of seedhead

emergence appear most effective (Higgins et al. 199gb). Thus, warm_

season native grasses have higher yields because of decreased competition

from cool-season invaders such as Kentucky bluegrass.

Kruse and Higgins (1 988) found that summer fires are usually

detrimental to warm-season plants such as blue grama, but that spring

burning increases production. Steuter (1g87) however, found that

production of blue grama was increased when burned in the late summer,

but decreased if burned early in the growing season. use of fire alone to

increase the herbage of warm-season species on upland sites was not

effective since warm-season species were less well adapted to fire

disturbance on these dry sites (steuter 1987).

Steuter (1987) saw that cool season plants such as needle grasses,
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sedges (Carex spp.l and western wheatgrass which dominate upland silty

sites increased under all burn treatments. Cool season dominance on upland

sites ¡s attributed to long-term adaptation rather than short-term adjustments

to fire or weather effects (Steuter 1 987). Western wheatgrass was found

to increase in abundance after spring, summer or early fall burns, but

considerably more after late summer or early fall fires Higgins et al. (19g9b).

Contrary to the above, however, Clarke et al. (1943) found that

prescribed burning in spring reduced yield of assoc¡ated grasses in the

wheatgrass consociation by 15 percent in the second year after burning in

southeastern Alberta. This site had fully recovered by the third year. Fall

burning decreased the yield 30 percent on the site in the first year with no

significant reduction in the following years (Clarke et al. 1943). Coupland

(1 973) states that western wheatgrass communities are more detrimentally

affected by burning than the need legrass/blue grama communities, Wright

and Bailey (1982) did not find any benefit from burning herbaceous species

in the arid Mixed Prairie where wheatgrass predominates.

Compos¡tion and coverage of green needlegrass (5, viridulal,

needlegrass, and porcupine grass (S. sparteal generally increase during the

first few sequential (May-June) burns, but often decline rapidly after a

sequence of five or more spring fires on the same area. Spring burning to

reduce Kentucky bluegrass will commonly reduce Stipa spp. at the same

time (Higgins et al. 1989b).
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Slight to no decrease occurs after periodic spring f¡res for prairie and

pasture sage, common yarrow, northefn bedstraw, and leafy spurge

(Euphorbia esula). Pasque f lower lAster falcatus), lady slipper (Cyprpedium

spp.l, wild lily lLilium philadelphicuml, purple prairie clover (Dalea purpureal,

and harebell (Campanula rotundifolial increased in abundance following

spring burns. Alfalfa was favored by early spring burns, but substantial

declines follow late summer or fall bu¡ns.

Dramatic increases in sprouts of western snowberry often occur after

a first fire, particularly on areas that have been idle for several years. A

sequence of spring fires on the same area will eventually reduce abundance.

Significant reduction requires five or more fires in 10 years or less. One or

two fires followed by a series of rest years will result in an increase of aerial

coverage. Hot burns in late summer to early fall have caused severe root

burns on western snowberry plants. rgosa spp. and willows (Salix spp,l

apparently survive frequent fires fairly well even though there appears to be

a small reduction in plant abundance after repeated fires (Higgins et al.

1 989b). Stems of older plants of choke cherry lAmelanchier alnifolial are

often killed by hot spring fires, but they can survive cool or incomplete

burns. Sprouting of new shoots occurs after spring or fall burns but ¡s less

pronounced after late summer or fall burns. Resprouting has been seen in

areas with histories of five or six fires over a period of about 1E years.

Aspen lPopulus tremuloidesJ in the northern grassland prairie will be either
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enhanced or inhibited by fire, depending on the frequency of burns. Fire

often kills the tops of aspen, but regeneration from root suckers takes place

quickly after burning. Frequently, post-burn aspen abundance will exceed

that of pre-burn (Anderson and Bailey 1 980).

4.2 Effects of Grazíno

The Beneficial effects of grazing on plants include:

'1 ) removal of older tissue, which is less efficient in photosynthesis
than younger tissue;

2l increased light availability to lower, younger tissue;

3) increased stomatal res¡stance, which promotes water
conservation;

4l increased forage production due to compensatory growth;

5) recycling of nutrients contained ¡n animal waste;

6) speeding senescent forage breakdown by trampling; and

7l creation of favourable microsites in hoof prints for seedling
establ¡shment, especially on hard packed, well drained soil
(Saskatchewan Agriculture, 1 991 )"

4.2. 1 lndividual Species Response to Grazing

When an area is overgrazed there is a decrease in plant root volume

and depth decrease since reduced leaf area is unable to produce food

reserves for root growth (Kerr et al 1993), Roots of heavily grazed plants

tend to be shorter, sparser, and more concentrated ¡n the top part ôf the soil
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prof ile (Vallentine 1 990), This reduces the competitive ability of the plant

and ¡t becomes more prone to environmental stresses such as temperature

extremes and lack of moisture (Trottier 19921.

The ability of any plant to recover from grazing involves both the re-

establishment of photosynthetic tissue and the ability to retain competitive

position in the plant community (Caldwell 1984). The response of an

individual plant to grazing is related to s¡te and cl¡matic conditions,

palatability, morphology, phenological stage, competition from other plants,

intensity of grazing and grazing history (saskatchewan Agriculture

Development Fund 1 991 ),

Range plants are characterized in relation to their response to grazing

and are classified as being "decreasers", "increasers", or "invaders',

(Coupland 1 979). Range cond¡tion is determined by estimating the

compos¡tion of each of these types of species (Willms et al. 1992). Only

increaser and decreaser species contribute directly to range condition

(Willms et al. 1992). lnvader species contribute indirectly in that they make

up part of the total composition, but their contribution is not added to the

estimate (range condition is based on native species, not those introduced)

(willms er al. 1992).

Decreasers are plant species of the original or climax vegetation that

will decrease in relative amount with continued overuse. They are dominant

on rangeland whose condit¡on is excellent or good. They tend to be deep-
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rooted species, and are also the largest and most productive, Decreasers

are likely to be overused by grazing animals because they are palatable and

have a high forage value (Willms et al. 1992),

lncreasers are plant species of the existing vegetation that will

increase initially in relative amount with increased grazing pressure. They

are dominant on rangeland that is in fair condition (Willms et al. 1gg2).

These species tend to be shallow rooted and resistant to grazing because of

their short stature and their efficient reproduction, They initially increase

with grazing pressure but eventually decllne with very heavy grazing. ln

general, as grazing pressure increases species in the community which are

less productive and less palatable to livestock increase and species

compos¡tion shifts as soil conditions change (Kerr et al. 1993).

lnvaders are normally non-native plants that encroach as decreaser

and increaser plants are weakened by heavy grazing (Adams et al. 19g6),

lnvader species are opportunists that are not native to the cllmax plant

community. Because prolonged heavy grazing pressure is required for their

invasion, their presence indicates a decline in range condition (Kerr et al.

1993). A list of probable increasers, decreasers, and invaders are given in

Appendix A.
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4,2,2 Plant Community Responses to Grazing

Heavy grazing causes a shift in the composit¡on of vegetative cover

towards a more xeric type of community (Coupland 1961). This process

includes an increase in the percent compos¡tion of short grasses and

unpalatable forbs such as pasture sage (Epp 1989). Changes due to

overgrazing are exacerbated by conditions such as low rainfall, high

eva potra ns p irat¡on potential and low water yields (Antevs 19b3; Branson

197s).

Heavy grazing of wheatgrass dominated communities will cause an

increase in the relative abundance of blue grama grass in relation to mid

grasses, and of needlegrass in relation to western porcupine grass (Coupland

1960). A high cover of needlegrass relative to blue grama suggests that

grazing has not had a significant ¡mpact on most upland grasslands in the

area (Blood and Ledingham 1986), A sl¡ghtly greater cover of blue grama

than western wheatgrass may be more of a reflection of drought than

grazing, since the latter is usually more abundant under wet conditions,

Pasture sage (Artemisia frigida) increases with grazing, but this species is

adversely affected by drought. lf drought is high, then pasture sage will not

be abundant even if grazing is severe (Blood and Ledingham 1gg6),

With increased levels of grazing in Alberta,s fescue prairie, Moss and

Campbell (1947) noted an increase in the abundance of ldaho or bluebunch

fescue and Parry oat grass in relation to rough fescue. Rough fescue
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became quite patchy. tend¡ng to persist on moister.land and where it was

shielded from grazing by the presence of shrubs (Moss and campbell 1 947).

Although Looman (1 969) reported a decrease in rough fescue and in¡tial

increase in oatgrasses with grazing, as grazing pressure intensified,

oatgrasses also decrease. There was a corresponding increase in sedges on

drier sites, and Kentucky bluegrass on wetter sites, Floristic composition

becomes poor with moderate grazing. Common invaders on overgrazed

fescue prairie were timothy (Phteum pratensel and smooth brome (Looman

1969). willms et al. (1985, 1988) produced similar results more recenrly.

ln fields where rough fescue js the dominant species, it may be nearly

eliminated after 5 years of high grazing pressure (Willms 1 9gg),

Though shrubs seldom cover more than 10 percent of the total area in

undisturbed sites, the density of shrub cover often can increase five or six

fold under the influence of grazing. This is a result of changes in the

moisture regime which favours shrubs (Looma n 1944). Common species of

shrubs in Fescue Grassland, however, are not thorny and overgrazing and

browsing eventually may lead to the destruction of the entire vegetative

cover.

4.2.3 Grazing as a form of weed control

Grazing may be limited technique for weed control because of toxic

compounds in the weeds (Lawrence et al. 1989). Short periods of grazing
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may be used to control weeds and decrease shading, increase available

space, and make more water available for seeded plants (Heady 1 97b).

Grazing as a form of weed control often involves a combination of animal

species w¡th different dietary preferences (Saskatchewan Agriculture

Development Fund, 1 991 ).

Sheep grazing is currently being considered for leafy spurge control (it

can also be used for snowberry and dandelion) by City of Calgary Weed

Control Division (Hergert, personal communication, 1 993). Sheep grazing

does not eradicate leafy spurge, but reduces the density and limits its

spread, After sheep are removed the leafy spurge tends to return

(Stevenson and Laing 1987). Advocates who strongly support sheep

grazing as a means of biological control against leafy spurge, particularly in

Fish Creek Provincial Park, state the following reasons:

" 1 ) totat titl of desirable plant material, erosion and other
environmental concerns associated with pesticides would be
reduced or eliminated in areas where grazing is possible, We
could then reclaim areas where non-selective herbicides have
been utilized.

Rotational grazing would allow for grasses and other plant
material to continue to grow and provide cofnpetition to leafy
spurge and other noxious and nuisance weeds. Grazing may
also assist in ma¡ntaining native grass species.

lntroduction of sheep into Fish Creek Park could be an exciting
addition to the current interpretive educational programs. lt is
compatible with the historic ranching operation in the park.

Sheep grazing could be effective in reducing the fire hazard in
many areas of the park.

2l

3)

4l
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5) Using sheep as an alternative to pesticide application would
allow regional spray crews to be available for other projects,
and in the long term, sheep grazing could be less costly than
chemical control (Stevenson and Laing 1gg7)."

Disadvantages include;

', 1 ) Sheep require a 1 to 3 week ad justment period. lf sheep have
eaten something else first, it will take them about 2 weeks to
adjust to leafy spurge. Since sheep prefer young plants,
grazing of leafy spurge should start early in the growing season.

2l Predator control, night pens and herding are required.

3) A good shepherd is needed,

4l Sheep will forage on forbs and shrubs important for w¡ldlife
cover,

5) Herding is needed to keep the sheep on spurge infested areas.

6) Night pens need to be moved frequently (twice a week).

7l Money saved on chemical control is spent on herding
(Stevenson and Laing 1 987). "

ln any case, livestock grazing should not be allowed on a revegetated

native grassland until the plants are suitably established or self-susta¡ning

(Kerr et al. 1993). Holzworth and Lacey (1991) recommend that grazing be

deferred in re-seeded pastures until the first seed crop has matured, and it

may be advisable to extend the non-use period during dry years. ln some

cases, fencing may be desirable to prevent the use of the afea by ungulates

as well as livestock (Special Areas Board et al. 1992).
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4.2.4 Systems of Grazing

Heavy grazing pressure in winter is a proven method for reducing rank

cover (accumulation of old growth) (Willms et al. 1992). ln winter the

forage quality is more uniform and livestock are less selective in their feeding

habits. They can be attracted to under-used areas with supplements or

contained by cross fences. This procedure can be repeated for several years

until the desired reduction in old l¡tter is achieved (Willms et al. 1992).

During winter, many d¡cotyledons are dormant w¡th no growth above

ground, and are not directly affected by winter grazing (Duffy 1974).

lnsects are also below ground and are not harmed by grazing (Duffy 1974).

Winter grazing lowers competitive ability of many grasses and favours low

growing species the following spring. However, hard winter grazing which

removes all plant litter destroys the habitat of many invertebrate animals

living in or on dead organic material (Duffy 1 974).

Grazing should be delayed in the spring to allow new leaves to

develop sufficiently so that new growth is not dependent on stored reserves,

but can continue from the energy captured only by the leaves (Willms et al.

1992). A plant's greatest energy need is in the spring before new leaves

appear, and when seeds are developing. Many grasses are therefore

particularly susceptible to heavy grazing in spring and again during summer

f lowering (Willms et al. 1 992).

One of the primary objectives of management on grassland reserves is
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the maintenance of floristic diversity (Duffy 1974). Often this can only be

achieved by controlling the growth, development and spread of aggressive

dominants which may be best achieved by grazing (or cutting) during late

spr¡ng to early summer, Grazing at time when the dominant grass is making

its maximum growth is an effective way of controll¡ng competitive ability

(Duffy 1974). Highly unpalatable species are eaten in the April-May period

but hardly at all at other times of the year. Although this may prevent

flowering in many species, some are able to produce a second crop of

f lowers late in the year following cessarion of grazing (Duffy 1 974),

Rotational grazing. which is the system of grazing where parts of an

arca arc grazed, while others are not. is probably the best way of managing

grasslands for diversity unless they are species w¡th specialized

requirements. This system allows parts of the grassland to develop to

different pre-determined stages. By grazing d¡fferent paits of the area in

succession, different structural formations are established. By regulating

stocking rates and time of grazing, more aggressive and dominant grasses

may be kept in check and prevented from overwhelming the fower-growing

species (Duffy 1974). Longer rotational systems of E or 1O years, are

probably only suitable for grassland overlying shallow soils where nutrient

factors prevent excessive development of grasses and litter accumulation.

ln addition ¡t will almost certainly be necessary to remove scrub during a

long rotation, because grazing cannot be used to control bushes once they
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reach more than 25 cm in height (Duffy 1 974). Two or three short rotations

are the most effective way of managing grasslands on deeper, more fertile

soils (Duffy 19741.

It is important not to graze everything but to leave a carryover, or

dead plant material into the next year. This can be achieved by using

species of animals that only graze on the surface, such as cattle, or by

lowering the grazing pressure for species that chew to the bottom of forage

(eg. horses and sheep) (Smith, personal communication, 1994). Carryover

consists of litter that protects the soil surface ffom extreme temperatures,

conserves water by reducing evaporation, and provides emergency feed in

years when production is low. Leaving behind a portion of grass leaf and

stem also ensures uninterrupted growth as the plant continues to capture

energy and fix carbon during the growing season. thereby providing stored

energy in the plant stems to help keep the plant healthy during the dormant

season (Willms er al. 1992).

4.2.5 Domestic Grazer preferences

Where both flat ground and slopes are present, cattle tend to spend

less time on the slopes than on flatter area (Mueggler 196b). plant

communities on area slopes, therefore, should be less modified by grazing

than those on uplands or valley bottoms (Mueggler 1g6s). Grazing animals

eat certain plants while rejecting others. selection occurs with factors such
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as hairiness, amount of f ibre and stage of growth (Duffy 1 974), The

maximum intake of a species is at the time of year when the plant is most

palatable, with secondary maxima occurring at other times when the animals

are confronted w¡th little or no choice (Duffy 1974). physiologically young

material may be preferred because it is generally short or because it differs

in chemical composition from ord materiar. The presence of dead prant

material also has an effect on food selection. As the proportion of dry or

dead material in a pasture increases, the grazing animal is unabre to eat an

entirely green diet and eventually there may be a complete suppression of

preferences (Duffy 1 974).

sheep and cattre move in a horizontar prane but serect in a verticar

plane as they graze (Arnord 1960). sheep usuaily eat the uppermost parts

first, moving downwards, but rarery reduce a sward from 1s'to 2 cm in one

grazing (Arnold 1 960). They prefer to move across the sward, graduaily

reducing the height. although the pattern of grazing is heavily influenced by

the size of the area and the numbers of livestock (Arnold 1g60l. On short,

green pastures, sheep bite a number of leaves and part of the leaf is

consumed. Sheep select leaf in preference to stem, and green (or young)

material in preference to dry (or old) material (Arnold 1 960). Cattle, on the

other hand, curl the tongue around a tuft of vegetat¡on, tearing the plant

tissue (Duffy 1974). This makes cattle less selective than sheep. cattle

grazed pastures generally result in a mosaic of taller tufts interspersed with
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shorter vegetation. Horses are highly selective and obtain the¡r food by

close grazing (Duffy 1974). They select the most palatable and nutritive

species, often reducing them in quantity by over-grazing, while other areas

of the pasture remain ungrazed and become course and rank (Duffy 1g74).

4.3 Mowino

cutt¡ng or mowing is most often used for weed control, or to defoliale

swards of overgrown grass. Time of cutting is under the direct control of

the land manager, and may be related to growth of impoftant species in the

sward, whether this be to control dominant and aggressive grass species at

the peak of growth or to allow a rare plant or insect to complete its life cycle

(Duffy 1 974). Height of the cutting may be controlled within certain lim¡ts,

enabling the operator to cut certain species and to avoid others (Duffy

19741,

Mowing for weed control is usually most effective on taller_growing

species (Kerr et al. 1993). Caution must be practised when mowing stands

with bunch-grasses (eg. fescue) as these can be kifled by low mowing which

takes out the crown and kills the plant (Kefr et al. 1gg3). ln newly seeded

sites, Ode (1 972) has suggested mowing to a 1 S cm height several times

during the first growing season since nat¡ve prairie species will not be tall

enough yet to be harmed by this procedure (Kerr et al. 1993). Another

recommendation is to mow when weeds shade 70 percent of the ground of
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before seed heads form (Wilson 1971). Mowing may also be necessary in

the second year. Ode (1972) recommends a rotary mower as opposed to a

sicklebar type mower. The ab¡lity of rotary mowers to remove weeds and

provide mulch is an advantage. Rotary mowers are considered unsuitable

for rough, stony terrain, however, as they scatter plant debris thereby

smothering new growth (Saskatchewan Agriculture Development Fund, no

datel. once native vegetation is established, the need for mowing should be

reduced as the perennial roots spread and prevent the establishment of

annual weeds (Kerr et al. 1993). ln roadside plantings in lowa, weeds were

reduced dramatically by the third year after seeding, strictly due to

competition from native prairie species. No mowing or spraying was

required (Landers 1972).

One of the major disadvantages of mowing ¡s that, if conditions are

wet ¡n the spring, it may be impossible to mow early to control weeds.

Another problem is that too early or too frequent mowing may stimulate

shorter weed growth with rapid seed head formation (Leskiw 197g).

Additionally, many prairie forbs have been shown to decrease in vigour

when mowed (Hesse 1973).

4.4 Fertilizers

Fertilizers are used on grasslands for two purposes. First, to increase

productivity in terms of fresh weight or dry weight yield per unit area, and
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secondly to man¡pulate the floristic composition so that the pfoportion of the

more productive and palatable species is increased and that of so called

"weeds" decrease (Heddle 1 967). ln general, studies have indicated that

(Kerr er al. 1993):

" 1 ) Littre effect of fertirization is seen in recraimed rands during the
first year after fertilizat¡on but significant effects may be nbted
several years later, suggesting that the effects of fertilization
sometimes require time for full ecological expression;

3) Under conditions of excessive fertilization the production of
plant biomass exceeds the ability of some reclaimed soils to
decompose ¡t, resufting in massive litter accumulations on the
soil surface, altered microclimatic conditions, immobilized
nutrients, a d¡srupted nutrient cycle, and ultimately, reduced
plant vigour over time; and

4l The application of nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizer increases
the initial total vegetation productivity but over time, with
repeated fertilizer applications, community diversity is reduced,
particularly at the expense of native grasses, forbs and shrubs
which are less able to compete with invasive, non_native
species (Depuit and Redente 19gg)." Broad leaved herbs may
be completely eliminated after 2 or 3 years of heavy nitrogen
applications. Of particular importance to the conservationiit is
the inability of many herbs to reestablish in the thick grass
sward which is produced, so that the process is irreversible in
contrast to grazing or cutting treatments (Duffy 1 974).

Many native species of semi-arid and arid ecoregions are adapted to

conditions of relatively low soil fertility (Depuit and Redente 19gg). This

characteristic, coupled by the typically slow establishment rate of native

grasses, would make semi-arid or arid areas seeded with native species less

responsive to short-term fertilization or irrigation practices (Depuit and

Redente 1 988). Fertilizers should only be added where appropriate for the
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soil conditions and the needs of the revegetation program (Depruit and

Redente 1 988)' lmproper fertilization practices are often as detrimental to

vegetation as is a lack of soil fert¡lity. lf fertilizers are not necessary they

may also add an unnecessary cost to the reclamat¡on program.

A study by DePuit and Redente (1988) supports the theory that areas

reclaimed with native grasses may not require fertilization, They found that

fertilization often reduced species diversity in reclaimed areas because:

" 1 ) The application of nitrogen (N) rich fertilizer may reduce the N-
fixing advantage held by legumes while increasing the growth
rates of vigourous, N responsive grasses allowing the latter to
rapidly dominate the community;

2l There is some evidence that fertilization favours earlier growing
species at the expense of later growing species. Also fertilizers
may also retard development of certain components of the
microbial community (Depuit and Redent 1 ggg). "

The problem with adding fertilizer at seeding time is that it often

benefits the weeds more that the native species (Kerr et al. 1993). Not only

were these species found to be undesirable, but they are often non-

mycorrhizal and, as such, tend to retard mycorrhizal (m¡crobial) colonization

of reclaimed so¡ls (DePuit and Redente 1 988). On heavy, fertile soils that

present the most weed problems, attempts are sometimes made to de-

fertilize the soil to increase the chances of success of native plant

establishment. To de-fertilize the soil, a mixture of sugar and sawdust may

be broadcast onto a plot {Kerr et al. 1993). The sugar enhances the growth

of soil microbes which take up considerable N, thus making it unavailable for
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the plants (Morgan, personal communication 1gg2 in Kerr et al. 1g93).

Effects on soil organic matter and overall soil quality of suòh a technique

have not been examined in detail (Kerr et al. 1993).

4.5 Herbicides

Spraying with chemicals seems to be one of the most widely used

techniques for weed control in native grasslands (Kerr et al. 1993).

Herbicides can be used to alter species composition of a site by selectively

harming susceptible species (McMurphy et al 1976).

The effect of the herbicide will depend on:

"1) type of herbicide used;

2l amount of herbicide used;

3) season of use and phenological stage of plants;

4l current and subsequent environmental conditions such as
climate (Romo and Lawrence 1gg0).',

The advantages of herbicide use for weed contror are that they require

minimum labour, cost is generally less than for mechanical control, spraying

may be done on steep slopes or stony terrain where mechanized equipment

cannot operate, herbicides can produce a rapid plant response over a large

area, and they do not cause soil erosion, as tillage does (Romo and

Lawrence 1 99O; Vallentine 1 989b),
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Disadvantages include:

" 1 ) ln native mixed grass and forb stands use of chemicals may not
be possible except prior to seeding;

Species response differs depending on time of application;

Some undesirable plants cannot be controlled by herbicides
while other desirable ones are eliminated by herbicide use;

Cost of control may be higher than the expected forage
increase on some rangeland;

A poor seedbed may result for subsequent seeding;

Careless use can damage untargeted species and contaminate
the environmenU

Plants poisonous to livestock may be grazed more readily after
chemical treatments (Romo and Lawrence 1990; Saskatchewan
Agriculture 1991 ; Vatlentine 1989b).,'

ln order to minimize dispersion of herbicide from the application

source' it should be appfied when temperatures are mild, relative humidity is

high, and when wind speeds are less than 8 to 1O kmph (Saskatchewan

Agriculture 1 991 ). Herbicide application treatments are presented in

Appendix B.

It must be stressed that any vegetation management strategy, or

combination of strategies that the city may chose to adopt ultimately

depends on public acceptance. Techniques such as prescribed burning,

herbicide use and grazing may be highly contentious issues with the public.

An understanding of the purpose of these practices, will require extensive

public outreach efforts on the part of Calgary parks & Recreation.

2t

s)

4l

5)

6)

7t
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS

5.1 Description of Sites

Sites were chosen within the study area in order to represent as large

a diversity of grassland community types as possible. Location of individual

sites are mapped in Figure 3. The entire list of species identified with¡n the

study area is presented in Appendix C. Table 3 shows the condensed data

set that was used to facilitate the analysis. A description of each of the

thirty-five plots that were used for the Canonical Correspondence Analysis is

shown in ïable 4. The name of each community type was based upon

dominant composition that was observed during sampling for the biophysical

inventory.

S¡te history, determined by interpretation of aerial photographs taken

between 1 960 and 1 991 , and through personal communication, is

documented in Appendix D. The scale of the photographs made

interpretation somewhat subjective, and eventually was based upon personal

judgement. An attempt was made to trace land use through aerials taken on

5 year intervals. ln some cases the time interval is either greater or less

than 5 years. due to the fact that aerials for the desired year could not be

located, or that land use was not decipherable on aerials that were obtained,
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Figure 3: Location of Study Siles on Nose Hill park, Galgary
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SCIENTIFIC NAME

Agropyron smithii
Agropyron subsecundum
Agropyron trachycaulum

Anenome mult¡fida
Anemisia frigida

Artem¡sía ludoviciana
Aster species
Aster pansus

Eromus inermis
Danthonia parri¡

Festuca scabrella
Gal¡um boreale
Koler¡a cristata

Muhlenbergia cuspidata
Poa species

Poa pratensis
Rosa AciculaÍis

Solidago species
Stipa comata

Symphorcarpus occidentalis
Thermopsis rhomb¡folia
. Vic¡a Americana

ABBRÊVIATION

AGSM
AG SU
AGTR
ANM U
ARFR
ARLU

ASTER SPP.
ASPA
BRIN

DAPA
FESC

GABO
KOCR
M UCU

PO SPP,
POPR
ROAC

SO. SPP.
STCO
SYOC
THRH
VIAM

COMMON NAME

Western Wheat Grass
Awned Wheat Grass
Slender Wheat Grass
Cut-leaved Anenome

Pasture Sagewort
Prairie Sagewort

Aster
Tufted Wh¡te Prairie Asrer

Smooth Brome
PaÍry's Oat Grâss

Rough Fescue
Northern Bedstraw

June Grass
Pra¡rie Muhly

Bluegrass spp.
Kentucky Blue Grass

Prickly Rose
Goldenrod spp.

Needle and Thread Grass
Buckbrush

Golden Bean
Wild Verch

Table 3: Species used in the analysis



S¡TE DOMINANT VEGETATION TYPE LANDFORM

1

2

4

6
7
I

I
10

Bluo Orâma-W€stÊrn Who6t lacustrine
St¡pô comata lacustrino
Rough foscu€ \
Mlx€d Sr¡pâ \

Rough lescuo mora¡nal slopo
Rough foscue ravino slopê

Whoat grass-June grass 6outh fac¡ng rav¡ne 6lop€
50% Smoolh brome-zO% Rose- ravino bottoms ônd slopes

30% Bluo qrô66
Smoolh bromo culs and fills

400,6 Rough foscue mora¡no
40o¿ Smoorh Brom6

20% Bluo grass-l 00,6 Rose
70% Smoolh b,omo- mora¡nê

30% 8lu€ grass
Ror¡Oh fosct¡s nìora¡nal 6lopo

60o/6 Whost gr6s6-Juno grâs6 mora¡nal 6lope
20% Saskatoon

700,6 Smoolh brom€ ravine slopo
30% Bluo grøss
Smooth bromo rav¡ne slopos and boitoms

50% Bluo grass- 50% Snowborry morainal slope
Rough foscue moraine
Rough fescuo morainal slope

4Oo,6 Rongh l€scu€-2O% Snowb€rry ravino
60% Wheat Grass-4o Blue grass mora¡nal plâin

Rough fescuo mo¡aino
Whsa¡ grass-Juno gaas6 6outh fac¡ng mora¡ô€
Whoat orass-Juno grass south lacirìO mora¡ne slop

Rough fescuo-No€dlo Orass 6outh fac¡no mora¡n€
Rough fescue-Neodle grass 6outh fac¡ng morainal slop

500,6 Blu€ gra6s-2s Smooth bromo râv¡ñg 6lopo6 6nd bortoms

12
13

l4

l5
16
17
1a
19
20
21

23
24
25
26

SURF. TEXT

s¡hy loam
s¡lty clay loam

sandy loam
sandy loam
6andy loam

loam

loûm
6andy loam

sandy loam

sandy loam

sandy loam
loam

6andy loa¡n

DRAINAGE

woll
WêII

woll
well
woll

modoratê

l5% Rose-l0% Snowbôrry

Table 4: Sample s¡Îa descript¡ons

% SLOPE

10
40
5

60
30
40
40

1

SOIL GREAT GROUP ASPECT

orth¡c blôck chernozem S
orthic black chsrnozom S-SW
orthic blôck chornozem S-SE
orth¡c black chêrnozsm S
orlhic black chornozem N-NW
orlh¡c black chernozom NW
orth¡c black chernozom S
orlh¡c blâck chernozom NE

orlh¡c black ch€rnozom NE
orth¡c black chornozem NE

orlh¡c black cho¡nozom NE

orth¡c black chernozem NE
orth¡c black chernozem S-SE

orthic bl6ck chornozem S-SE

orthic black chornozom Ê

orth¡c black chornozom S-SE
orlhic black chornozem N-NÊ
orlhic black chernozom E

orthic black chôrnozom NW
orlh¡c black chornoz€m NW
orlhic bl6ck cl¡ornozom NE
orlh¡c black chornozom S-SE
orth¡c blåck chernozom SE
orth¡c block chornozom SE
orth¡c bl€ck chsfnozsm SW
orthic block snd dôrk S-SE

brown chernozem

wsll 5
mod€rato 15

moderat€ 5

mod. to w6l 10
w€ll 45

moderato 1O

moderato 30
mod. 1o wol 30
moderato 5

w€ll 1 5
moderato 5
modorate 5
modorato 15
modorato 5
modorale 30

mod. to wsl 10
wêll 30

woll to mod 5

('t
rl,



SITE DOMINANT VEGETATION TYPE

27 5096 Fouoh lescue
50% Bluo 0rass2A 5O% Blue grass-3O% Smooth brome

1O% Snowberry-lO% Rose
29 50% Smoorh brome -2O% Rose

3Ooó Btue grass
30 80% Blue grass-20% Wot, w¡ ow
3l Altatfa
32 Rough Fescue
33 40% Btue gfass-2o% Snowbeíy

30% Smooth Brome
34 80% Blus grass-2O% Snowberry
35 Wheat glass-Juns grass

LANDFORM

mofa¡n€

fav¡ne bottoms

rav¡ne slopes and bottoms

morainal pla¡n
undulating mora¡nal plain

hummocky mota¡ne
molainal draw

mofa¡nal plain
mora¡ne

SURF. TEXT

sandy loam

sandy loam

loam
loam

sandy loam

DRAINAGE % SLOPE

well to mod. 15

well 45

moderate lO

moderate 5
moderate 5

well 20
moderate 5

moderate 2
moderate 30

loam

SOIL GREAT GROUP ASPECT

orthic black ch€rnozom SE

orrhic black chernozem SW

orth¡c black chernozem S-SW

ofth¡c black chernozem SW
orth¡c black chernozem SW
orth¡c black chernozem W-NW
orth¡c black chernozem W-NW

orth¡c black chernozem W
orthic black chernozem S

o)o
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5.2 Environmental Factors

Figures 4 and 5 represent the distribution of sites and species

respectively while considering environmental factors. The first axis consists

of the ordering of species and sites that produces the maximum possible

correlation between s¡te and species scores. The second axis also has

maximal s ite-site-species correlation subject to the constraint that the

second axis is orthogonal to the first (Palmer 1993). lt should be noted,

that mean values from the CCA represent rank orders, and should not be

interpreted as quantitative data.

The environmental factors under question were grazing, recent burns

(in the last 2 yearsl, cultivation, drainage, slope and aspect (which was

entered as code comprised of two variables; one representing the north-

south direction, and the other representing east-west direction). ln general,

floral composition was largely influenced by the north/south component of

aspect, as well as by slope and drainage. The largest disturbance factor that

appeared to affect vegetation was grazing. The relatively small influence of

burning and cultivation may be attributable to the fact that these

disturbances were only encountered on three of the thirty-f¡ve sites. Grazing

tended to occur on steeper slopes (grazing-aspect correlation 12 = 0. 1 9),

since flatter, well drained surfaces were used for cultivation in the past

(c u ltivatio n-slo pe 12 = -0.27:l. Recent burns appear to be located on land that
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was previously used for cultivation (r2 = ,42l'.

5.3 Distribution of Sites/{Soecies)

A cluster analysis (Syntax 3.0) was performed on site data in order to

obtain more definitive clusters of s¡tes based on species similarity, Figure 6

illustrates the grouping scheme that was derived from the analysis, and table

5 shows the percent composition of the species within each of the four

associations. Sites were broken down into 2 major groups; group A/B and

group C/D. These were further sub-divided into groups A, B, C, and D.

Group A had less than 1 percent smooth brome and Kentucky

bluegrass. Rough fescue and Parry oatgrass were present ¡n low

percentages. This group was primarily dominated by western wheatgrass,

needlegrass and to some degree, tufted white prairie aster (Aster pansus)

and june grass. Group B had an even lower percentage of the non-native

species and was primarily dominated by rough fescue and parry oatgrass.

Sites comprising Group C were dominated almost exclusively by

smooth brome. Native grasses such as rough fescue, parry oatgrass,

needlegrass and western wheatgrass were excluded from sites of Group C.

This cluster also had a high abundance of Kentucky bluegrass and

buckbrush. Excluding Group C, all clusters had a high percentage of golden

bean and northern bedstraw. Group D sites were dominated of smooth

brome and Kentucky bluegrass in almost equal proportions. Site 13 was
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placed in Group D, but was an anomaly since the species composition was

dominated by june grass.
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Figure 6: Cluster Analysis of sites based on
species distributions and environmental



SPÊCIES
ERIN
FESC
DAPA
THAH
GASO
sfco
ARFR
POPS
ROAC
soÂt

AGSU

sYoc
MUCU
KOCR
ARLU

AGSM
AS SPP.

AGTR

PO SPP.

O.oup A l¡{oodlosh6./Wo¡rorn Whoôr0rô¡s}
o.o2
o.t3
o.o2
o.46
o.24
o.69
o.t6
o.07
o.ol
o.o7

o
o.o3
o.l

o.05
o.23
o.o8
o.r3
o.53
o.l4
o.o7
o.26
o.o3

Table 5: Spocles Frequencies (mean sco¡es) for Each Cluste¡

o'oup a r*o¡¡sh Foccuo/pô'fv osre'!¡rr ofoüp c rsrnoorh ammo¡ o'oup D ts¡borh a.or¡orKonrùcl, Bru€cr¡rrto.or o.ga o.4tO-72 O o.o30.36 O O.Olo.., o.O3 o.39o.4z o.ot o.tgO.l3 O O.O2o-23 O.oZ O.O9O.O2 O.t O.54o.o3 o.ot o.lso.o9 o.o2 o.olO_t O 0.06o o7 o.l 0.06o.oz O.o9 0.36O.o4 O.O3 oO.Or O o.o3O.ol o.O3 o.l4o.oa oo.o7 o 9 9-" o)o.o3 o.r3 9 91 {
o.o4 o.o2 0.06

o.o9 0 ..oa
0.06 0.06 o 06

o.t 2
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ln general, Groups A and B were both dominated by native species.

Group A was comprised of species such as needlegrass, western

wheatgrass, and june grass which are found in more xeric regimes of the

Fescue prairie, The needlegrass/western wheatgrass association was found

in areas with a steep south facing slope, where the only disturbance was

grazing.

Group B was dominated by rough fescue and parry oatgrass which is

a common association of the Southern Alberta Fescue prairie. The main

environmental characteristic of the rough fescue/parry oatgrass association

is that these community types appear to be found on moderately drained

north-facing slopes, which may have been burned recently. lt appears as

though these areas were lightly grazed in the past, but cultivation was

absent. The native vegetation associations had a higher species diversity as

compared to the non-native stands.

Groups C and D had high abundances of non-native species. Group C

sites were almost complete monocultures of smooth brome. Both the

smooth brome and smooth brome/Kentucky bluegrass sites appear to be

have been influenced by past cultivation, and are found on flatter land with

poor drainage. Sites of Group D appear to have been overgrazed, or subject

to vehicular traffic in the past.

It should also be noted that although blue grama was excluded from

the analysis because of its very low rate of presence in the majority of
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stands, site 1 was sampled specifically because was ¡t was the dominant

species. This site was situated along an anthropogenic dirt path on a slope

surrounded by a residential area. Blue grama was able to grow and survive

in a heavily trampled environment.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION

6. 1 lnfluences on S¡te Species Compos¡tion

The over-riding influence on vegetat¡on composition in the study area

appears to be the moisture regime. Slope and aspect influence physical

factors such as soil type, drainage, solar irradiance, and temperature, which

affect botanical characteristics of any geographical region, plants nat¡ve to

a given climatic region have growth and reproductive characteristics suitable

for those specific conditions (Coupland 1979). As such, disturbances such

as grazing, burns or cultivation which alter physical characteristics of the

land, change the species composition of the affected area. Only a few

species of grasses are sufficiently well adapted to function as dominants in

any particular grassland habitat (Coupland 1 979). Therefore, as the habitat

changes due to disturbance, the composition of grasses and forbs also

changes.

According the results of the CCA, grazing was found to have a

greater effect on community type than cultivation and burning. This may be

due to the fact that almost all of the sites sampled were at one time grazed

(to different degrees), but cultivation was identified to have occurred on only

4 sites, Effects of past burning are indeterminable from this study.

Bluegrass and wheatgrass are dominant in a site that was thought to have

been burned in April, 1993. This is contrary to l¡terature which states that
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Kentucky bluegrass and western wheatgrass, which are both cool season

species, are detrimentally affected by spring burn¡ng (Clarke et al. 1g43,

Kruse and Higgins 1 988, wright and Bailey 1 992). parameters of controlled

burns on Nose Hill have not been recorded in the past, and thus it is difficuh

to speculate upon what the comparative intensity of the April 1993 fires

were. Past land uses of some sites may not be accurately described due to

personal judgement of position of sample sites. lt may be possible that for

some sites (particularly sites 19, 20 and 21) the spot at which they were

located on the map may not coincide exactly with the actual physical

location where the samples were taken. Thus a site that was said to have

been burned, may actually have been missed by the fire.

Using cluster analysis, the sampled s¡tes were divided into four groups

based on similarity of species composition and environmental characteristics.

Group A is dominated by needle grass/western wheatgrass; Group B by

rough fescue/Parry oatgrass; Group C by smooth brome; and Group D by

smooth brome/Kentucky bluegrass.

6.2 Grouo A

Needle grass/western wheatgrass community type was found on

steep south-facing slopes where the main disturbance was light to moderate

grazing in the past. Tufted white prairie aster and june grass were also

abundant, Needlegrass and western wheatgrass are often found at the xeric
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end of the moisture gradient of Fescue Grassland where there is rapid

drainage and high levels of insolation, lt often occurs in association with

Dark Brown Chernozemic soils (Kansas et al. 1993).

Although cover of needlegrass decreases with grazing, it can survive

moderate grazing intensity by rapid regrowth after defoliation (Lewis and

Johnson, 1 980). Similarly, rhizomatous growth may ensure survival of

western wheatgrass under moderate grazing, but early internodal elongation

makes ¡ts apical meristem vulnerable to heavy grazing (Branson 1 g93). A

high cover of needlegrass relative to blue grama suggests that grazing has

not had a significant impact on most of these s¡tes in the study area,

Characteristics of plants which make them adapted to xeric s¡tes, such as

slow growth rates, rhizome production, rapid production of lateral shoots,

short heights and acaulesent growth forms, late seed germination, spring

growth, and late elevation of fertile stems, also confer resistance to grazing

(Lewis and Johnson 1980). Site 1, which was dominated by blue grama,

showed signs of intense trampling. The surrounding vegetation on Briar Hill

close to s¡te 1 showed much less human disturbance. Site 2, which was

upslope of site 1, for example, was dominated by needlegrass.
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6.3 Grouo B

Cluster B species are representative of rough fescue/parry oatgrass

grassland which is native to the calgary region, Rough fescue dominates

these sites, and associated species appear to be parry oatgrass and northern

bedstraw. lt occurs on well drained Black chernozemic soils on moderately

steep slopes around the upland plain (Kansas et al. 1993). Fescue Grassland

is best adapted to well-drained sites with ample moisture and deep soils, but

Rough Fescue has a deep-root system that enables it to mainta¡n good

production during short-term water deficits (Willms et al. 1992).

The only land d¡sturbance in areas occupied by this association was

light grazing. Parry oatgrass increases in abundance in drier regions, or in

regions where light grazing has occurred. Rough fescue is very sensitive to

overgrazing (Saskatchewan Agriculture 19g1). Continued heavy use can

almost eliminate rough fescue from the community, encouraging an increase

in Parry oatgrass, followed by replacement with needlegrass, june grass,

blue grama, and pasture sage.

6,4 Grouos C and D

Smooth brome and Kentucky bluegrass associations represent areas

that were planted, intensely grazed, or developed as a result of agricultural

activity (Group D). Clusters C and D were present under mesic conditions

generally in flat ravine bottoms, or on the top of Nose Hill. Both species are
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known to be highly tolerant of trampling, and increase at the expense of

mesic species under heavy grazing regimes. Kentucky bluegrass can

withstand grazing due to extensive reproduction by rhizomes (USDA 1 937).

cultivation reduces soil stability to the point where a large proportion of the

annually produced organic material turns over rapidly, and the organic

content of the soil is only a small fraction of that in native grasslands

(Coupland 1 979). This makes it conducive to swards of smooth brome

outcompeting native species (Group C sites). Smooth brome is believed to

release toxic exudates through ¡ts roots which inhibit the growth of

surrounding species (Strong 1993 personal communication),

There was no clearly evident factor wh¡ch accounted for the

difference in species composition between Groups C and D, although

smooth brome unlike Kentucky bluegrass, can tolerate high salinity levels in

cultivated soils (Hardy BBT 1 999). Both species survive well in the Festuca

microhabitat (Looman 1 944). The presence of species such as rosa,

buckbrush and golden bean in Group C sites are also indicative of intense

grazing. These plants increase in response to grazing, since they have a low

palatabil¡ty and overgrazing speeds up root spread (Saskatchewan

Agriculture 1991). ln the long-run, Kentucky bluegrass is unable to compete

with smooth brome, and may eventually be competitively excluded from the

sites which comprise Group D.
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMARy AND CONCLUSTONS;
VEGETATION MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

7.1 Summarv

Before any manipulations are made to existing vegetation, desired vegetation

types must be defined specifically. A str¡ct definition of the end use is

required whether it be for maintenance of a natural environment essentially

unaltered by human activities, aesthetics, wildlife habitat, watershed

protection, suppression of weeds, or some combination of these elements,

Vague notions of a desired outcome present serious consequences when

there is a need for accountability of activities, or fine tuning and'prescribing

procedures for present and future vegetation management (Romo and

Lawrence 1990). The Calgary Parks & Recreation Department does not

presently have a detailed strategy, the only outcome that is defined is

presefvation of whatever native grasses still exist and to keep undesirables

out (Hergert, personal communication, 1 993),

The first step to formulating a vegetation management plan is to

obtain an inventory of the topography, soils, existing and potential plant

communities, and past land use, This is essential since each landscape unit

and vegetation type requires unique management prescriptions because each

responds in its own way (Romo and Lawrence 1 ggo). It is critical to identify

a site as being devoid of vegetation, dominated by indigenous or exotic

plants, or characterized by mixture of native or invader species. A catalog
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of ecological information and expertise in management is also required in

addition to the biological and physical resource inventory, lf the composition

and structure of the desired vegetation is defined then at th¡s point all

possible alternatives to vegetation management must be evaluated (Romo

and Lawrence 1990). The critical informat¡on in this analysis includes how

the specific plants will respond to management and the logistics of meeting

a specific goal. The alternative that has the highest probability of enabling

the manager to meet the landscape goal is then selected (Romo and

Lawrence 'l 990).

The results of this study ¡dentified four primary groups of grassland

associations on Nose Hill Park which is part of the overall Fescue Ecoregion

of Calgary, Alberta. These groups included; 1) need leg rass/western

wheatgrass association, 2) rough fescue/Parry oatgrass association, 3)

smooth brome association and 4) smooth brome/Kentucky bluegrass

association, The management strategies presented in this chapter will focus

on the maintenance of the two native associat¡ons, and potential for

restoring the non-nat¡ve associations into near native stands.
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7.2 Conclusions

7.2.1 Stands Supporting Native Vegetation

The primary criteria which was found to influence species composition

on a particular site was moisture regime (aspect, slope, and drainage), The

need leg rass/western wheatgrass association occurred on the xeric end of

the moisture gradient of the Fescue Prairie. lt appeared mostly on steep

south-facing slopes, The rough fescue/Parry oatgrass association was found

to exist in slightly more mesic environments, where past grazing intensity

was minimal.

Native Fescue grasslands evolved in Alberta under natural cycles of

wildfire, drought and grazing. With the suppression of natural forces,

management techniques which simulate the effects of these disturbances is

necessary in order to maintain the species composition and diversity of

stands of native grasslands in calgary. lt is recommended that native stands

of grasses be managed by a combination of fire, mowing, and grazing

establ¡shed as a system,

A decadent stand should initially be treated with 3 to 4 reclamation

burns. The first burn should occur in the spring before green-up of native

plants in order to control Kentucky bluegrass which is a drought avoider.

After the first fire, a dramatic increase in Canada thistle should be fully

anticipated, followed by smooth brome and quackgrass (Smith, personal

communication, 1 994). Decadent stands are shaded by litter which shades
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out dead spots (Wark, personal commun¡cation, 1 994). Once litter is

removed, the dead spots provide open areas for C3 invasives, especially

with nutrient release (Wark, personal communication, 1 gg4). Weed seed

propagules do exist in decadent stands, but are not fully expressed until a

niche is provided. Much of the Canada thistle resulting from burning of a

decadent site is killed by a second burn. After 3-4 burns, occurring every

second year, an expansion of wheatgrass and fescue ¡s expected, At this

point, there should be a healthy re-esta b lishment of native grasses, and a

rest period of 1-2 years is needed before a transition to grazing.

Cattle grazing can be used to decrease smooth brome and quackgrass

(Smith, personal communication, 1 994). A rotatíonal system of grazing

should be employed through 4-5 sites for 14 days (at the recommended

Alberta stocking rate), for three to four grazes. (Smith, personal

communicat¡on, 1 994), The sites should be grazed at different times each

year (Smith, personal communication, 1994). Since short duration grazing is

becoming an important management alternative in Alberta, and it is

important to consider increasing compact¡on of moist soil from grazing

(Naeth et al 1990a). Under wet or very moist conditions such as springmelt

or during intense rains, the duration of grazing will have to be reduced in

order to minimize compaction {Naeth et al. 1990b}. Cattle are the preferred

species of grazers since they will giaze the surface of the cover (thereby

leaving a carryover for the next year), and selectively chose brome. Horses
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and sheep tend to graze to the bottom of the sward, lf horses and/or sheep

are used, then graz¡ng pressure will be increased, and thus the rotation time

of 14 days should be decreased. As seen in the results, over-grazing may

in¡tially result in an increase of Parry oatgrass at the expense of rough

fescue, until a point where the rough fescue/parry oatgrass association is

totally replaced with a more grazing tolerant need leg rass/western

wheatgrass community. Over-grazing of the need legrass/western

wheatgrass association may result in an increase of blue grama, as well as

an increase in Kentucky bluegrass in both communities which will defeat the

purpose of the burning-grazing system. Care must be taken to establish the

proper grazing regime, and to carefully monjtor grassland for the above

changes in species composition which may indicate excessive grazing

pressure.

After the renovation burns and grazing have been completed,

maintenance burns or mowing should be carried out every 5-6 years (Wark,

personal communication, 1994). Since the need leg rass/western wheatgrass

association appears to exist on the xeric end of Fescue grasslands, caution

must be taken to ensure that burns are not too hot. Excessive moisture loss

from the soil may reduce the percentage of needlegrass, and favour species

more common in Mixed-grass community types such as blue grama or june

grass, When there is accumulation of duff, mowing may be more preferable

than burn¡ng (Wark, personal communication, 1 994).
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At present, the city of Calgary does not have a specific prescription

for burning local grasslands. Controlled burns that have taken place on Nose

Hill recently have been undertaken with the primary obiective of reducing the

th¡ck sward of grass which could be a natural fire hazard, and to burn off

the dead stalks of goatsbeard (Logue, personal communication, 1993). The

Parks Department performs "slash and dice burning" without using a

prescription for fire, or monitoring the regrowth in order to make future

modifications (Logue personal communication, 1 993),

lf the intention of prescribed burns is to reduce natural fire hazard, it

should be understood that these burns do not provide a guarantee that

wildfire will be completely eliminated. A fall burn will reduce the chances of

wildfire occurrence the following spring, but maintenance burns will not be

done every year. Additionally, in grassland ecosystems, although the

amount of fuel may be small, the high rate of fire spread results in a high

¡ntensity fire. Therefore, once a fire is ignited a low amount of standing

l¡tter may still result in an intense fire.

Without a proper prescription which clearly links fire behaviour to fire

effects it ¡s impossible to speculate if a burn will be effective at meeting the

desired management goals of the fire program (Clark and Johnson 1993). ln

the end, a fire may end up doing more harm than good, therefore wast¡ng

valuable time and money. lf it turns out that the fire was effective, without

a proper prescription there is no way to know exactly how to duplicate the
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effects (Clark and Johnson 1993).

Clark and Johnson provide a recommended sequence of fire

treatments as part of a fire management plan that was developed for the

University of Calgary Rough Fescue Prairie Reserve. A description of fire

behaviour, the fire behaviour model, treatment prescriptions, and techniques

for monitoring have been adapted directly from Clark and Johnson et al.

1993, and are provided in Appendix E.

7.2.2 S¡tes Supporting Exotic Vegetar¡on

The two non-native grassland associations were smooth brome, and

smooth brome/Kentucky bluegrass. Both associations were found in mesic

environments such as ravine bottoms that had been subject to intense

disturbances for example over-grazing or vehicular traffic. lt appeared as

though monocultures of smooth brome appeared in locations where past

cultivation occurred, although there is no discrete variable which

distinguishes the two community types.

lf a stand is comprised almost completely of exotic species, a decision

has to be made about whether to allow the existing vegetation to persist, or

to efadicate the existing cover, and re-seed with the intension of establishing

a native stand. ln general, if a stand is comprised of more than SO percent

exotics, an attempt is made to eliminate all vegetation and create a situation

where the site can be artificially re-seeded (Romo and Lawrence 1 gg0), This
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section will deal wíth the situation in which it has been decided that the

non-native stands of vegetat¡on will be eliminated and native spec¡es will be

replanted.

Vegetation Eradication

Wark (personal communication, 1993 recommends mechanical weed

control with chemicals to eliminate Canada Thistle and smooth brome and

Kentucky bluegrass when revegetating a site which is not susceptible to

erosion (Figure 13). The land should be tilled three times. The first tillage

should occur when weeds are about 7-10 cm high, in late May. Alter 2

weeks the soil should be turned over, and after another 2 weeks, the third

tillage should occur. The last tillage should occur prior to July 21. Tillage

can be accomplished using a single row seeder tied to a cultivator which

ploughs 1 row at a time. The site should be left for 6 weeks during the

thistle rosette stage when the plant pumps all of ¡ts energy into the roots.

On the first of September, a mix of Roundup (1 L/acre) should be sprayed to

eliminate brome, thistle and quack grass. lf other broadleaved plants are

present, then 0.7 L of roundup and 0.4 L of Banvel should be sprayed

instead. A f¡nal tillage should take place 2 weeks after herbicide application

(Wark, personal communication, 1 993). ln a smooth brome field infested

with Canada thistle 0.6 L per acre lontrel + 0.4-0.6 Llaqe 2,4D Amine E0O,

should be applied when the thistle is at the prebud to rosette stage and

grass is at the two to three leaf stage, An alternative is to mow the
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smooth brome field twice a year for 2-3 years in order to weaken the roots

of Canada thistle (Wark, personal communication, 19g4).

ln the few areas where equipment can not be used, such as on a

steep slope, a prescribed burn may be used to remove undesirable

vegetation but the potential for erosion should be considered (Dangerfield,

1993). Smooth brome may be reduced by 2 or 3 consecutive late spring

burns, but can be enhanced by an early spring burn (Dangerfield, 1g93).

The best method to eradicate a full field of smooth brome would be though

an initial application of Round-up, followed by the mechanical weed control

system {Figure 14) (Wark, personal communication, 1994}. The method for

removing persistently invasive plants such as Kentucky bluegrass and

smooth brome is outlined in Figure 1 5,

ln-crop weed control should be done ¡f there are problems of erosion

and salinity (Figure 16) (Wark 1990). Barley is advised as it is both highly

competitive w¡th weed species and is tolerant of the herbicide suggested for

the weed control strategy and saline soil. ln year one, barley should be

planted in the spring to act as a cover crop for protection against water and

wind erosion. Once the barley has been established, a chemical fallow

system should be implemented to control weeds (Figure 1 4). ln year two.

the crop should remain only as stand¡ng stubble, which should be burned off

and the soil can then be re-seeded with a native mixture. lf the soil is

extremely susceptible to erosion, trash ploughs to remove stubbfe should be
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used ¡nstead of burn¡ng. Chemical fallow is much less effective than the

mechanical weed control with chemicals system. With mechanical weed

control, only a 15 percent carryover of Canada thistle ¡s expected, unlike

chemical fallow where Canada thistle can carryover up to SO percent (Wark,

personal communication, 1 993).

Whether using the summer fallow system or the chemical fallow

system planting can take place in year two, provided there is less than S

percent perennial weeds present (Figure 1 7) (Wark 1 990). lf problem species

make up more than 5 percent of the composition, another year of cropping

or tillage is necessary. ln the planting year an application of 1 litre of

Round-up herbicide in 8 gallons of water per acre is required before planting

or within 7 days after planting, prior to grass emergence (Wark 1g9O).
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Wait Slx Weeks

Wail Three Weel$

Canada Thisüe & Quectgress Control:
0.5 UAc Bânvel + 0.7 UAc Roundup + 0.14 UAc Agsurf

0ate August - eerly Septembef)

F¡neJ Cuftívat¡on
Hanow / Pad(

(m¡d-late September)

Assess Weed Conlml

Adequate? Yes / No

Figure 13: Mechanical Weed Control Flowchart (Wark 1994)
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Chemlallow Herb¡c¡de Applicåtion
- w¡nter annu¿l vreeds

0.45 UAc 2.4-O Am¡ne 500
(April / May)

Ch€mfellow Herbicide Applicål¡on
- ell annual weeds

0.4 UAc Roundup + 0.5 UAc 2,+O Amine 500 + 0.14 UAc Agsurf
(míd June)

Chemfallow Herbic¡de Appl¡cation
- all annual weeds

0.4 UAc Roundup + 0.5 UAc z+O Amine 500 + 0.14 UAc Agsurf
(mid July)

Wait Six Weeks

Caneda Thille & Quackgrass Control.
0.5 UAc Banvel + 1.0 UAc Roundup + 0.14 UAc Agsurf

(late August . eerty Septemb€r)

Assess Weed Control

Adequate? Yes / No

Plant
Grass

Rep€st PrFplsñt
We€d CorTUol

Next Yeer

Figure 14: Chemical and Mechanical Weed Control Flowchart (Wark 1994)
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Non-Select¡ve Herb¡crde Applicåtion
- âll weeds

2.0 - 3.5 UAc Roundup
(early-mrd Mây)

Repeated Cullvetion
- as requ¡red until mrd July

(epprox. 4.6 times)

Non-selecl¡ve Herbic¡de Appficåt¡on
0.5 UAc Bsnvel+ 1.0 UAc Roundup + 0.1¡f UAc Agsurf

(lâte August - esrty Septemb€r)

Wa¡t 2 Weeks

Finel Cutt¡vâlion
Hânow / Peck

(mid-late Septem¿ì€r)

Ass€ss Weed Control

Adequãte? Yes / No

No

Plerìt
Grass

Repeat PrE-plânt
Weed Corfrol

N6l Yeer

Figure 15: Removal of lnvasive Plants Weed Control Flowchart (Wark 1994)
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thitte & otier Efoadleaf weed coîüol
0.2 - 0.3 UAc Lontrel i 0.3¡l - 0.45 UAc MCPA ESTER

(lete May - eady June)

Pr€.Hafved Roundop
€anda thi$e a Qu¡¡cftgftlst;

1.0 UAc Roundup
€æ6 ùþisurs)
(mid August)

0.5 UÂc Banvsl+ '1.0 UAc Roundup + 0.14 UAc Ags¡rf
0ale A'rguf - esrfy Septemþ€r)

Weit 4€ We€l(s

Figure 16: ln-Crop Weed Control Flowchart (Wark 19941
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Pre.Plent Weed Contfol
t.0 UAc Roundup

I I Plant crass
f-l learrv . rate UaV)

Wait4-6Weeks

Broedleaf Weed Conlmt
0.2 UAc Elanvel + 0.4 UAc 2.+Ð Amine SOO

(June)

Arnual cÉssy We€rt Cont o¡
Required? Y€ / No

Y€S Are all spec¡es toleÉnt to
heröieites?

Are \ì€eds et tñe rif¡ît leaf
tage for cof¡to¡?

Áre nat¡ve spec¡6 at A-3 leaf
lasa?

NO

nnual Gressy VlMoYr & Bále
Remov€ Bales
lmmediately
(mid July)

eêd Contro{
l.GÉss 2E¿a

Assê€s Arnual Grãssy
We€d Confot

Âdequ4e? YÉ / No

Ässess Canade Tì¡st¡E
Cortrd

Adequat6? Ye3/ t¡o
0rs Jut)

YI/ N(

S6c0rrl Y€€t
Wc€d CoítfrÉ

Spot Spfây Cånede Thille
0.8 uAc LofÌtfct + 0.45 uAc MCPA

Figure 17: Planting Year Weed Control Flowchart (Wark 1994)
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Seedhed Preparation

The most important factor in planting of native prairie species is

proper site preparation (Morgan and Morgan 1 gg2), lnadequate weed

suppression is the single most common cause of grass seeding failures

(Duebbert et al 1981). After sufficient control measures have been taken

to reduce or eliminate undesirable vegetation, the adequacy of the humidity

and soil moisture for seedling germination must be determined (winkel et al.

1 991 ), This becomes of particular importance in arid or sem¡-arid native

grassland areas where seeds sown deep or under litter have a higher

success rate than those distributed at or near the soil surface (schuman et

al. 1987),

The ideal seedbed is one where the seed is surrounded by soil

particles that are firmly packed around the seed to ensure conductivity of

water from soil to seed (Winkel et al. '1991). Seeding into stubble is usually

recommended for areas that are frequented by wind and water erosion,

because it is inexpensive and provides a better microclimate for seedling

establishment (Romo and Lawrence l ggo). The seedbed should be firmly

packed but not compacted, through the use of a spike-tooth harrow or

corrugated roller after tillage (Kerr et al. 1993). A good rule of thumb to

follow is that the soil should be firm enough so that the footprint of a g1 kg

person barely registers on it (Wark, personal communication, 19g3). The

tillage.and compaction process should not occur when soils are wet (Kerr et
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al. 1993). Seeding should occur just prior to the high rainfall period to

maximize soil moisture as seeds germinate (Kerr et al, 1993). This will also

promote adequate plant growth prior to the onset of late summer drought

conditions in many native grassland areas (Duebbert et al 1gg1).

Specíes Selection

The selection of plant species is cr¡tical to the ultimate success of

reclamation (Collicut and Morgan 1991). ln choosing plant species to

reclaim a disturbed site factors outlined in Appendix F should be taken into

consideration.

ln Calgary seeding mixtures have traditionally been determined by

Parks'Planners based upon land uses such as irrigation, decorative purposes

and tolerances to drought (crested wheat grass) (Hergert, personal

communication, 1993). ln the past, no consideration was given to natural

areas, so the planting of native species as opposed to domestic species was

never considered (Logue, personal communication, 1gg3). Since native

grass was thought to provide less forage than domestic species on fa¡m

land, native species were never produced commercially (Kauf man 1 993).

Seeds of native species can be manually collected or purchased from

commercial seed dealers (Romo and Lawrence 1990). There may be several

cultivars of each species available when ordering (Dangerfield 19931. The

locality and site characteiistics from where the seed was collected must be

known to ensure revegetation success (Romo and Lawrence 1 g9O). plants
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exist in genetically d¡fferentiated ecotypes which develop in response to

elevat¡on, precipitation, temperature, growing season, and soil site

cond¡tions of a particular habitat (Romo and Lawrence l ggo). lf the plants

associated with one ecotype are moved to another s¡te interactions and

competitive strategies change in response to the varied resources. Thus,

species that may be compatible on one site may not be at another site

(Romo and Lawrence 1990). A guideline used for cultivar selection is not to

move the cultivar more than 400 to 490 km north or 160 to 240 km south

of the point of origin to areas of comparable soils and moisture (Thornburg

1982). Movement east or west is dependent on elevation and precipitation.

Generally, an increase of 305 m in elevation is equal to a move 2gO km

north (Dangerf ield 1 993). Usually, southern plants moved to a new northern

location will be greener and leafier because of the higher availability of

moisture, but they often produce few if any viable seeds (Romo and

Lawrence 1990). Northern plants moved south do not take advantage of

the extended growing season, therefore, moving plants greater distances

than described above weakens the competitiveness of the plant species and

alters the interaction of the plant community thus producing unpredictable

and sometimes undesirable results (Romo and Lawrence 1990).

Purity and quality of seed should be carefully analyzed before

widespread seeding occurs. special attention should be made to ensure that

no exotic species are contained in the seeds {Wark 1g90}, When ordering
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seed, a seed analysis report from the d¡stributor should be requested

(Dangerfield 19931. The report will provide information on percent pure

seed, inert matter, germination and dormant seed, as well as the amount

and type of weed species present. Class A of pure live seed represents 76

percent germination (Wark, personal communication, 1 993), presence of

weed species should be analyzed and reported to O.O1 percent. lf a

dominating or problem weed species is present, then the seed should not be

purchased. All seeds purchased should be certified and have a certificat¡on

tag. Mixtures cannot carry a certified tag, so seeds will have to be mixed

after delivery (Dangerf ield 1 993). Ducks Unlimited Canada is currently

working on production of ecovars (ecological varietyl in the prairie provinces

in conjunction with Agriculture canada and prairie province universities

(Wark, personal communication, 1 g93). An ecovar is a source identified

plant material, with a narrower range of adaptability than a cultivar, and thus

it maintains a broader gene pool than a cultivar (Jacobson et al. work in

progress). Ducks Unlimited expects to have 8 ecovars of Canadian source

available commercially in approximately 5 years (Wark 1 993).

Mixtures rather than single species should be used for planting

because they are better suited to the varying terrain and climatic conditions

produced when site characteristics change rapidly within a short distance

(Romo and Lawrence 1990). Mixtures should include rapidly developing

short-lived species for immediate ground cover, as well as slower growing
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perenn¡al to reduce invasion of undesirable species as the early seral species

decline (Romo and Lawrence 1 990).

Less than 1 percent of seed actually germinates in the prairie

landscape (Morgan, personal communication, 1 g93). ln Alberta this problem

is exacerbated due to lack of moisture, and therefore irrigation and planting

more seed per square metre should be considered (Morgan, personal

communication, 1 993). Rough fescue is especially diff icult to establ¡sh ¡n

dry land, but may be possible w¡th sprigging (plants are cut out by a

machine and respread elsewhere) or mulch for vegetative propagation

(Willms, personal communication, 1993).

Bevegetation

Four main methods of revegetation are currently being used to reclaim

native grasslands including seeding (eg. drill seeding, imprinting. broadcast

seeding and hydroseeding); spreading harvested seed/straw; sprigging; and

saf vage of existing materials (sodding). A description of the methods are

provided in Appendix G.

ln general, it is recommended that a Truax grass dr¡ll be used for

native planting. A Truax grass drill can plant the entire range of grass

species including warm season seeds which are fluffy and lightweight (Wark

1 990). The drill must be calibrated for each seed mix. planting perennial

grasses requires uniform distribution of seed at the proper rate per hectare,

placing the seed at the proper depth, and firming the soil around the seed
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(Duebbert et al. 1981), The sculptured seeding concept (Jacobson et al,,

work in progress) is recommended when seeding fields of variable

topography to ensure correct seed mix placement on high, mid and low

prairie. Duebbert et al. (1 981 ) recommends that the xeric and mesic prairie

boundary be delineated by driving the boundary with a 1 12 tonne truck so

the operator can use the tire marks as a guide before seeding takes place.

High prairie knoll areas should be seeded first (Dangerfield 1993). The

operatof must check the seed boxes to ensure the seed is distributed evenly

when seeding a steep slope (Dangerfield 1993).

TÍme of Seedíng

Time is critical to revegetation success, ln general, seeding shoufd be

timed just pr¡or to the greatest probability of precipitation (Cook et al. 1974ì

R¡es et al. 1987a; Vallentine 1989a). ln Alberta, most seed¡ng (and

revegetation by other means) takes place in the early spring or late fall to

take advantage of peak rainfall levels in late May and June (Adams, personal

communication, 1992 in Kerr 1993).

Cool season grasses are best seeded in late summer for fall

establishment, or late fall for spring establishment to minimize winter

damage, increase growth, and initiate growth earlier next season (Romo and

Lawrence 1 990). Warm-season grasses are best seeded in mid to late

spring as the seedlings are sensitive to late fall and early spring frost (Romo

and Lawrence 19901.
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Post Planting Management

Post planting weed control will have to be done during the first year

of planting (Dangerfield 1 993). Wark (1 990) recommends a f ield inspection,

then a general herbicide (O.4 L 2,4-D per 4b.S L of water/acre) and if

warranted and leaching is not a concern, an additional 0.2 L of Banvel

application 6 to 8 weeks after seeding. A spot weed control treatment w¡th

Lontrel is also recommended to combat canada thistle in mid to late August

(wark 1990). Dangerfield (1993) recommends Refine extra, a herbicide for

broadleaf plants, in place of Banvel and 2,4-D. Refine Extra ¡s comparable in

price and is more compatible because in breaks down much quicker than

Banvel and 2'4-D. A surfactant or wetter should be used with Ref ine Extra.

It should be noted that Lontrel, used for spot spraying of Canada thistle, has

a higher residual than Banvel and 2,4-D (Dangerfield 1993).

It may be necessary for spot seeding and/or weed control in the

second year (Dangerfield 1 993). use of Ref ine Extra will make the second

year weed control more likely than if Banvel were used (Dangerf ield 1 993),

The site should be inspected in early May. Spot replanting should occur in

large patches of unvegetated area (Dangerfield 19g3). Weed control can

consist of either spot spraying or spot mowing by rotary mower with guards

removed, which scatters the moved matter (otherwise swaths must be

removed immediately) (Wark 1990). The site should be inspected again in

year 3 using the same procedure for year 2 (Dangerfield 1993). Since forbs
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are very susceptible to herbicides, planting of forbs needs to wait for

establishment of grasses, and the control of problem species (Dangerfield

1993).

The first management treatment after seeding should be a burn to

expand the rhizomes of the plant. The site should be first burned 3-5 years

after planting. Two weeks after the burn, forb seed can be planted using a

sod seeding drill, or by hand planting by scuffing a hole with a boot and

dropping the seed in (Dangerfield 1gg3). Due to the cost of seed, limited

planting of forbs should take place and then be evaluated before large scale

planting occurs (Dangerfield 1g93). Subsequent management, can be a

mixture of techniques (Wark, personal communication, 1 gg3). The same

strategy, however, should not be applied back to back or else the vegetation

of the region adapts accordingly and treatment becomes ineffective (wark,

personal communication, 1 993).

ln semiarid areas where precip¡tation is usually less than adequate,

site moisture conservat¡on is an important consideration (Shaller and Sutton

1978). Contour terracing, contour furrowing, contour trenching,

constructing small basins, pitting. surface manipulating, mulching, topsoiling

and tillage are commonly used for retention and conservation of water

(Romo and Lawrence 1 990).

Costs for preparation and planting can vary according to donated

equipment and vofunteered labour. Ducks unlimited estimates that their
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costs for revegetation range from $100 to $200 an acre. pre-planting weed

control costs include tillage operations and herbícides, estimated at

$38/acre. and herbicide application estimated at s2o/acre (based on 1g9o

cost est¡mates)(Wark 1 990),

7.2.3 Sites with Native and Exotic Veoetation

Natural succession of stands w¡th mixed native and exotic species to

a point where native species regain dominance is not possible within our

lifespan (Romo and Lawrence 1990), lt may be possible, however, to

convert plant communities that are a mix of exotics and native species to a

native dominated plant community by applying the correct management

treatments (Romo and Lawrence 1 gg0). Appropriate selective control is

required in order to treat unwanted species during susceptible periods, while

minimizing damage to native foliage (Romo and Lawrence 1990).

it must be understood that conversion of non-native, or non-

native/native stands that have suffered years of neglect, is a process which

requires a great deal of patience. Ten to 20 years is needed for satisfactory

man¡pulation of the although improvements can be observed in 6_g years

(Smith, personal communication, 1 994).

Smooth Brome lnfestation

Excellent control of Smooth Brome has been achieved us¡ng the

combined application of prescribed burning and wick application of Roundup
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(Romo, unpublished data). Burning is used to remove dead plant material,

stimulate the growth of exotics, and depress growth of native species

thereby increasing the height differential between the exotics and natives

(Romo and Lawrence 1 990). Smooth brome in native stands should be

burned when it is at the 3-5 leaf stage, prior to the emergence of

needlegrass (Smith, personal communication, 1g94). A controlled burn

every 2-3 years at this stage of growth will help eliminate smooth brome.

Burning will also reduce the amount of Kentucky bluegrass ¡n the stand.

Livestock grazing of smooth brome at the 3-4 leaf stage when

vulnerable and into flowering will also help eradicate brome (Smith, personal

communication, 1 994). As stated ¡n the prev¡ous section, rotation times

should be no longer than 14 days, and the rest period should be at least 2g

days (Smith, personal communication, 1994). Cattle will only forage on the

top half of the cover, whereas horses or sheep eat down to the ground and

will eliminate more native forbs than brome (Smith, personal communication,

1994). The best grazing regime would be sheep in combination with horses

and cows, and adjusted rotation times for increased grazing pressure.

Because cattle are brome selective, after 3-4 rotations, there should be a

reduction in exotic grasses (Smith, personal communication, 1 994). lf

sheep grazing is occurring to control leafy spurge, it should be realized that

once they the sheep are removed from the site, unless nat¡ves are planted to

take over the niche, leafy spurge will increase again (Smith, personal
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communication, 1 994).

It should be noted that in fierds where Kentucky bruegrass exists with

smooth brome, as in the sites of Group D, grazing cannot be used, since it

will result in an increase of the bluegrass (smith, personal communication,

1994). ln this situation, burns should be used as a control method,

Kentucky bluegrass should be burned in the late spring, before any native

grass green up. A fall burn will dry the soil sufficiently through the winrer,

and reduce Kentucky bluegrass emergence in the spring (Smith, personal

communication, 1 994).

Smooth brome is harder to get rid of than Canada thistle. A C3

herbicide cannot be used to kill invasives (Canada thistle, Kentucky

bluegrass, quack grass or smooth brome) since it will also kill needlegrass,

native wheatgrasses, and fescue (Wark, personal communication, 1 g94). lf

the site is has C4 natives, then a spot applicat¡on of C3 herbicide can be

used (Wark, personal communication, 1 994).

ln a smooth brome field which has minimal canada thistle infestation,

after the first burn, new ground opens up and there will be a large increase

in canada thistle. A spring burn should be timed so as to encourage growth

of native C3 grasses, such as western wheatgrass. lf burned at the 2 to 3

leaf stage, western wheatgrass will tiller, and growth of rhizomes will put

increased pressure on Canada thistle growth. The field should then be

mowed in order to remove the photosynthetic portion of the thistle. The
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plant is weakened in the following year since it is living solely off of its root

reserves. lf enough moisture is received (if precip¡tation is 1o cm below the

average annual level, then a site should not be burned), then the field can be

hit back to back for 2-3 years with a system of burning and mowing (Wark,

' personal communication, 1994), Mowing of Canada thistle twice a year

(June and August) for 2 years in a row, should sufficiently reduce the

number of plants, since th¡s species cannot endure clipping twice in a year

(Sm¡th, personal communication, 1 994).

Canada Thistle lnfestatio n

On sites where there is a mix of both native vegetation and Canada

thistle, burns to control Canada thistle should occur in late spring (usually

May or June), when the stems have begun to emerge (Clark and Johnson

1 993). Early spríng burns should be avoided since they will increase

sprouting and reproduction of this species (Hutchinson 1990; Wisconsin

Department of Natural Resources 1992), For chronic infestations repeated

burns are usually necessary in conjunction with other control measures (eg

spot-spraying with herbicide, mowing, tillage and replanting) provided they

are done properly (Clark and Johnson 1993). Foliar application of a 1-2

percent solution of Roundup in the spring when stems are 1S-2S cm high

may be effective in controlling light infestations, or in coniunction with

prescribed burning in more problem areas (Hutchison 1990; Wisconsin

Department of Natural Resources 1992), Since Roundup is a nonselective
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herbicide caution must be used to avoid contact with non-target plants

(clark and Johnson 1993). This can be accomprished by spot treating

selected plants using a wick applicator (Clark and Johnson 1993). The

herbicide should not be dripping off the prant and it shourd be appried whire

backing away from the plant to avoid walking through wet herbicide (Clark

and Johnson 1993), rf appried properry, Roundup wiil kiil the entire prant

including the roots and is therefore recommended to be used in conjunction

with fire (clark and Johnson 1993). once under contror, prescribed fire

should be effective at preventing a recurrence (clark and Johnson 1993).
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CHAPTER 8: BROAD RECOMMENDATTONS

Ihe City of Calgaiy is faced with increasing problems in the

maintenance of native grassland species. weed species and brush continue

to encroach on these areas, and public pressure for the city to re-evaluate its

past management methods is increasing. The purpose of this study was to

examine differences ¡n plant species composition in response to

env¡ronmentar gradients and disturbance. in order to suggest appropriate

management techniques. This chapter presents broad recommendations

that have been developed after consideration of the conclusions presented in

the preceding chapters.

1. Encourage public acceptance of the importance of native prairie, and
vegetation management techniques

Many people in the general public still view native grasslands as being

"wasted land", or "just an empty fierd". An educationar program shourd be

developed which outrines the varue of naturar areas in generar, but which

also specifically focuses on the benefits of preserving the native prairie as a

part of Alberta's natural h¡story. The program may be developed on various

levels to target different aud¡ences: elementary schools, junior high schools,

senior high schoors and adurt audiences (community groupsl. and staff of

relevant city departments (eg. parks & Recreation, pranning, weed and pest

Control, Engineering and Environmental Services). The program may
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include; native vegetation of the calgary area and conditions under which

they evolved, existing vegetation types and ecological conditions under

which they occur, the importance of maintaining or restoring natural checks

and balances, effects of urbanization and other disturbances, landscape

ecology and patch dynamics, and an overview of management techniques.

ln regards to grasslands, there should be an emphasis on the role of

fire and grazing in maintaining these ecosystems. The public should be

made aware of the need to restore the natural disturbance regime under

which Alberta's Fescue Prairie evolved. Left untended, native grasslands

may become stagnant, susceptible to disease, and invasion by exotic

species. Burning will create a great deal of public attention (especially on

Nose Hill) due to the close proximity of surrounding residential areas.

Notable èfforts will have to be made to change residents, misconceptions

concerning the safety and effectiveness of prescribed fire. when grazing or

fire are being considered as management alternatives, public information

sessions should be available for residents in the surrounding areas. Signage

should be posted in managed areas which presents informatio.n explaining

the technicalities of the specific management tool, as well as the overall

benefits of grazing or prescribed fire.

2. Develop Native Grassland Conservation partnerships

Calgarians take pride in the natural environment of their communities.
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This has been demonstrated in the past by local volunteer efforts to restore

natural areas such as Tom Campbell's Hill, McHugh Bluff, and the Heritage

Escarpment. There has also been a significant amount of volunteer effort in

patrolling parks, and in the planning of projects involving the natural

environment,

Natural resource co-management agreements between parks &

Recreation and the citizens of Calgary should be encouraged in order to

compensate foi the financial limitations of keeping the necessary number of

expert personnel on staff, as well to foster a sense of local stewardship for

remaining native grasslands Calgary. Public consultation and encouragement

of partic¡pation should be an intrinsic part of natural area project planning,

implementation and monitoring. Partnerships may be establ¡shed between

the c¡ty and the Calgary Field Naturalists Society, interested community

groups, or with various departments from the University of Calgary.

3. Complete detailed biophysical inventories for potential management areas.

There is a classification of natural areas in Calgary based upon broad

ecotypes, but in general, information regarding specific vegetation

associations in a particular area is limited. Recent detailed biophysical

inventories have been conducted for the Bow River Valley System and for

Nose Hill Park. Although ¡t may be financially unfeasible to obtain such

detailed information for all of Calgary's grasslands, it must be understood
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that manipulations to existing vegetation cannot be made without access to

the relevant baseline biophysical data. This should include a detailed survey

of soils and vegetation, the.present state of vegetation, the desired state of

vegetation, and where possible,,past land use activity.

Calgary Parks & Recreat¡on should use its existing inventories

completed as part of the "environmentally sensitive area,,survey, to identify

which areas deserve closer attention for management. lf a particular region

requires some form of management, then a deta¡led survey of that area must

be made before any management techniques are put ¡nto place.

ln order to decrease the financial expenses involved in hiring

consultants, specific information can be collected on an ecosite basis

through resource management partnerships between Calgary parks &

Recreation and parties that have the knowledge required to conduct an

inventory. Such groups may include members of the local natural¡st,s

society and students working in co-operative programs, or summer students

in disciplines such as geology, geography, ecology, or biology at the

University of Calgary.

4. Development of specif¡c management goals.

This study was conducted to explore various factors that influence

species composition, and strategies that may be implemented to manipulate

this composition. This is only a starting point, however, and grassland
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management cannot take place until the city has defined what its long-term

object¡ves for natural area management are.

After a complete inventory of the biophysical resources of grassland

sites of interest has been completed, very specific goals can then be

formulated based upon the desired vegetation complex. This. will require a

series of logical decisions, and exhaustion of all possible alternatives, that

are specific to each plant community, rather than employing blanket or

generalized prescriptions. Haphazard management activities can create more

harm than good and will be costly in time and money,

Grassland Management priorities that may be considered are;

1) Preserving and propagating existing native grasslands.

2l Controlling exotic species in stands where a mixture of natives
and exot¡cs exist.

3) Reseeding unvegetated sites.

4l Attempt to convert stands support¡ng exotic vegetation into
native dom¡nants. This is the most difficult option, and
presently may not be feasible in soils that have been broken
and have subsequently lost the surrounding rhizosphere
(Bullion, 1994, personal communication).

Despite wishes of the public, it may not be feasible to bring disturbed

areas entirely back to fescue grassland, and an attempt should be made first

to suppress growth of obnoxious weeds such as thistle and dandelion.

Unless dealing with very short grasses such as blue grama, both Mixed

Grass Prairie and Fescue Prairie require some type of intervention in order to

mimíc the natural disturbances of bison grazing and wildfire. Without
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disturbance. a site tends toward a monoculture, or deteriorates from high

amounts of accumulated old growth. lf Nose Hill, for example, were left

entirely to the process of natural succession, ¡t is expected that smooth

brome would eventually outcompete all remaining native communities. The

effects of surrounding urbanization, such as the spread of exotic seed, or

heavy anthropogenic use, on natural areas requires some form of human

interference for long term maintenance of the site.

A fire management plan should be developed to provide detail

describing a program of prescribed burns which links fire behaviour to fire

effects; and to outline a program to mon¡tor and evaluate the long term

effects of different burning treatments on species divers¡ty (Clark and

Johnson 1993I. Because many of the natural areas are close to residential

afeas, extra precaution must be taken to minimize the amount of smoke

produced from the burn. Accurate records of all burns shoufd be kept, and

fires should be prescribed; not ad hoc.

Various treatments should be attempted though the use of small scale

experimental plots prior to any large scale ¡nitiation, in order to examine

specific localized effects of the treatment. These experimental plots should

be located in regions where they are publicly visible, so that changes in

vegetation composition can be witnessed directly, and used as an

educational tool. The old adage "seeing is believing" may in fact be the

best way to gain public confidence in the City's efforts toward vegetation
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management.

5. Long-term monitoring encouraged

Vegetation management demands constant action and a long_term

commitment. A monitoring schedule should be developed before a

management plan is put into action. lf monitoring is init¡ated after

management activ¡ties have been implemented, then baseline information

needed to compare the impacts of the manipulations may not be available.

Species inventories, and habitat mapping should be regularly updated

using a. Geographic lnformation system to determine if current techniques

are working toward ach¡eving the desired goal, lf the desired result is not

being realized, the manager must re-evaluate the alternatives and implement

add¡tional act¡vities (Romo and Lawrence 1990), After a plan is

¡mplemented and impacts are evaluated, this information can then be used

to make adjustments accordingly in both present and future management

decisions.

6. Ecologically based training for personnel in the area of grassland
mana gement.

Currently, the effectiveness of Calgary park,s staff to manage natural

areas is lacking. The calgary parks Department should create specialized

staff for natural area management within its current staff allocation, These

specialists need a thorough understanding of ecological principals and their
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relevance in vegetation management. This factor becomes of special

importance in the area of prescribed burning. Burns should only be carried

out with the proper staff in order to mitigate the chances of serious damage,

and also to reduce the liabil¡ty of negligence.

A training session should be provided for all City of Calgary staff

concerned with natural area management techniques. staff specialized in

natural area management can help in the training of community groups

involved in natural area reclamation or parks planning. staff and community

training may include site specific planting standards, basic ecological

principles, and basics in resource inventory using the ecosite approach

(Elphinstone 1 993), Vegetation maintenance managers and landscape

architects should be encouraged to consider species suitability to a particular

site, and not just revegetate areas haphazardly with the sole intention of

producing an aesthetically pleasing landscape.

7. fncreased research focused on native grasslands conservation

Most of the available literature pertaining to native grasslands is

focused toward range management or production agriculture. This research

is targeted toward the maintenance of native prairie for the purpose of

providing high forage yield. Except for displaying general trends, much of

this information is of limited value in formulating management strategies for

conserving native prairie for its ecological purposes, and to preserve
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biodiversity.

There are many areas of grassland management and reclamation that

may provide high research possibilities for local graduate students. Local

graduate students should be encouraged to undertake research projects in

the areas of successful reclamation techniques, the possibility of

regenerating stands of native prairie, and the effectiveness of management

techniques such as grazing and fire in the Calgary area.
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APPENDIX A:

RESPONSE OF MAIN SASKATCHEWAN RANGE PLANTS
TO CONTINUED HEAVY GRAZING

: Saskatchewan 1991)

I) GRáSSES
,Uk¡li dd grr¡.
B.-s¡dêd f,hcrt¡rr¡a
Big h¡ulrt¿ú
Blu. grln¡
Cånåd¡ ¡r.d 8rá¡l
Cå¡åd¡ rdld¡1r
For.l blua ¡rrrr
Fowl ruane gnrr
Fin¡rd broac grur
C¡æ¡ n..d¡q!r¡¡
Hair grã¡¡
HaitY '¡ì¡d!Y!
Hookcr'r orrga.u
Indiâ.ô rica 8rã¡¡
l¡t€¡rn€d¡6l. o¡t€râ!¡
Junc gnl
äenlucky blueSr¡¡.
Lirdcb¡uêí.r¡
Yat ¡nuhly
Narm* æed gra¡¡
SeÊdlèend.úrËåd
Nonhem as¡lcs¡ bFo¡re
Non¡crn r!.d gtãsr
Nonlerñ whêå¡grr¡¡
)¡uíåll .ålka¡i grð-r.
Plainr mully
PIâi¡rs Ê.d grâ¡¡
Porcupinc g:zsr
P=inc droprccd
Purtlê oåt Ef¿ra
Rou¡lt fes<uc
53¡t grâl¡
Sand d¡opsêed
Sand Sr"â+
Siôdb.rgs bluegr8.
Shecp fcscuc
S¡dê.o€t¡ grl¡nr
Slendc¡s hc¡t€n¡¡
Sloush gl!-r¡
Spa¡glc øp
S.rc¡t 8ra¡¡
Ssi!.à Iralt
lall manne grarr
w€srêm porrupinê gt6!!
$esérô wli;r gr'¡r.'
\rÎitè cráin.d ric! grÂ!3

L\CREáSER
DECRE{SER

DíCREÀSER
NCRE{¡iER
DECRE.ASEB
DECREÁSER
DECRE,ISER
DECREåSER
DECREASER
À,v.{DER

DECREÂSER
DECREáSER

I¡{CREESER
I:\vA!ER
A¡CRÊ{SÊR
¡NCRE.åSER
DECRE,TSER
DECRÊ{SER

DECRÊ{SER
DECREASER
DECREåSER
I.*CRE{SER
l¡-CRfåsER

DECRE,ISER

òrcr¿*e*
¡:\CRE{SER
DECRå{SE¡
I};CRÊCSER
INCRÊ{SgR
I)i€RåTSER

DÊCREåIiER
I.\CREåSER
DECREåSER

DECRE{SER
DECRÊ\SER
DECRE{SER
DECM.\-CR

I\'ÀDER

n;CR¿{SER
DECRÊiSER
DECRE.TSER,
L\CR¿1SER
I}fCRE{SER
DECNEI'¡ìER
DECRÈISER
DECRE{SER
DECRE{SER
DECRE{SER
L\-\'.{.DER

DECR¿{.SER
DECRÊ{SÊR
INCRE¡SER
¡.\-CR¿{SER
I.\VADER
L\CR.E:{SER
¡I-CREASER
DECRE{IiER
L\CRECSER
DECRE{sER
DECRE.{SER
DECRE{SER
DECREI,SER
Ir-CR!.{SÊR
l¡.-CRE{SER
DECR.E{SER
DECRÊ{SÊR
DECRE{SER
DECREàSER
¡.\CREåSE.R
DECRÈ{SER
l¡..CRE.{SER
¡¡-CRE.{SER
l.\.CREáSER
DECREÀSER
DECRÊASER
¡.\-CRE{SER
DECRE{SLR
I¡:CREIåSER
DECRE{SER
DECRE{5ER
DECRE.\SER
DECR/L\CR
DECRE{SER
¡\1'.{¡ER

L\CREASR
DECR¿{SER
DECR.È4SER
DiCREUiER
L\CREå.SER
DECREI¡iER
DECREå¡iER
DECRÊ{58R,
DECRTáSER
DECREåsER
A1'å.DER
L\CR.E¡ISER
DECREASER
DECR.Ê{.SEN
L\CR.EASE:R
I.\-CRE¡ISER
r\1,.1¡ÊR
l¡..CREA¡ìÊR
I)icR-ÊrsER
DECR.Ê{SER
L\CR¿{SER
DECRÊ{SER
DECRÊlSER
I)iCRE:qSER
DECREASER
INCRÊåSER
¡.\..CRS{SER
DEC.IE¡SER
DECR¡.ISER
DECRTÂSER
OECR¿{SER
INCRE{SER

h..c.îåAsER
I\CRÊ{SER
JNCRÈ{SER
DECR.Ê\SER
l.\..CRE{SER
INCRE1SER
DECRE{SER
¡ì-CRÊ{.sER
DECRETSER
DECRÊ{SER
r.\c.î!.{sER
rscRg{sÊR
DECRE{SER
¡s"{-DER

2} GRå.SSLINE Pf-I\'TS
.åsn.d sedgr
Brhic ¡.¡!h
B€âled sldsê
Cracelulsedg:
Lo{ r.lsê
Pcn ôr sun.loring s.d6ê
ñrerd.ieared sedge

DECRÊ{SER
l.\..CRÈìSER

DECRE.\SER
fNCRE\SER¡
I.\CR E.\SER
IT.CR Ê{SER

DEC¡ E.\SER

DECRÊ\SER
DECRÊ{SER
¡.CRÊ\SER
r\ cÂ Ê\sER
lr..CRÈ{SER

DECRE\SER
l¡-C r ¿1SER
DECRE.{SER

rì-cR a\sER
¡\c tE-lsER
II CR¿ISER

App!.cir C cúnlinued,,.
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D^RI( BROWN BLTCK4Rå,Y

3) FORAS
B.!¡d tônBt¡.
Bcdst¡!r,
B¡ezing Eltrt
Broomr¡ecd
C¡ctu¡
C¿n¡d¡ t¡i¡tl¡
Club nro¡¡
c{nnoa pcpprgao
Crcea.cololrd rrrdltinE
CrÉr¡¡
Drñddidt
I)¿¡tå o¡r¡¡
Eredæing
G¡ilh¡d¡¡
Go¡Èb..¡d
C,o¡d.á s¡tlt
Goldcn bc¡¡
Grrcrfr¡l gold.n¡od
Cuos'ccd
L:nrb'r qoutrrr
l,.áfy spurgr
f,xo*:cdS
læn g-herdcd ctrcllowcr
l¡w go¡d.írod
Ifc¡dos n¡c
Ifi lk\ êtdrê.
\fosr phlor
P!?iriê !¿g!
Purplê pr'¿iriê c¡or,êr
S<arlet mallow
Silky orsilvcry lupinc
S',.¡èton t'êGd
Smæûr a¡r¿r
Solomon'¡ s¿¡l
S*e€r-brü¡!
Th rec.lìows¡.cd ¡tc¡¡

\\litc pråiriê å.'r¿tr
Wild licúricê
$:ild pcgvinc

L\CR.E¡{sER
L\CRE.I.SER
DECREA.SER
r\vÁÐEÎ
L\CRÉASÊR
I\v,{DER
I}iCRE{SER
I\VTIDER

DICREASER
L\1'âÐER
L\CREASER
h1"r-0En
D¡CREI.5ER
L\VADER
D.¡CREA.SER
L\CRE{SER
L\CR.EìSER
LW.{Ð/A'gR
l¡-vA.DER
L\\'ADER
L\CREJ{SER,
L\CREåSER
I¡-CRE{SER
L\CREáSER
L\-CREåSER
INCR.EISER
l^-CR!åsER
DECRÐ{SE.R
Ir-CREâSER
L\CRE{SER
L\CRÊ{SER
L\CR.E{.SER
¡.\..CREåSER
¡r..CRÊrSER
¡¡..CREåSER
DECREASER
INCREåSER
l¡-CRE {SER

I¡.CRÊTSER
Il-CREåSER

INCREISSR
NCRE¡ÀSER
DECRE{sER
ßTVAI)ER
L\CREÂ¡iER
L\Î/ADER
D¡CR.EC.SER
LW¿{.DER
ÐECREASER
I¡\CREASER
LWADER
L\CRE{¡ìER
L\vÁDER
L\CRE{liER
[\vADE.R'
L\CREá.SER
L\CR&{sÊR
L\CRTi\SER
X\I/ADER
DWAÐER
D.'v.{¡E:t
L\CR.E\SER
L\CREASER
L\CRE.ÂSER
INCRE,ASER
I}iCREåSER
l¡*CREASER
INCRE{SER
DECRÊ'\SER
I¡-CR-E{SER
¡NCR.Ê{SER
Iì*CRE{SER
L\-CR.ÈISER
¡NCR¡åSER
¡r..CREA.SER
¡NCRE{SER
DECRE{SER
¡¡rcR!åsER

'-t.\cRE{sER
DECRÊ\SER
I¡..CREâSER
¡).-CRÈ{SÊR

L\CREåsER
L\CREá.SR
DECREIIìER
L\;I¡ADER

Ì\1¡Á¡ER
I};CREåsER
L\vADER
DECRE.åIiER
L\CREåSER
LVADEB
NCRE,ISER
A1'A.OEE
NiG¿{SB
LWADER
NCRECIìER
AiCN.Eá.SER
AICRE.I,SER
ßvA!ÊR
L\'I'ADET
L\vAÐER
L\(n&r.sR
L\CT.EáSER
Ì¡-Cnål¡JER
I¡"CREåSER
L\SREISER
L\CR¿\SER
L\CRÊ{SER
DECRÊ{SÊR
I.\CRE,{SER
l.\-CR-ÊISER
¡r-CRE {SER
L\CREáSER
I¡-CREåSER
I\CRÊ{.SER
L\CRE¡{SER
OECREÁIiER
INC¡.É{.SER
¡}iCR¿ISER
DECREåSEÎ
¡-\cRE¿{tiEn'
L\CR.EåSER

{, S¡{RLTÊ A.:\D TREES
.\p.n popl¡t
Chohêcharry
Curl-snt
i.ingÈd ss8r

Gftln sld""
l,¡B bu.h<r.nb.rry
l-uc.dfs !dthush
Pin chcrry
Pãiri. 1Û3ê

PrickJ¡ ror
Red+sicrdo¡wood
S!¡karooô
Shrubb!' ci¡qu€foil
Si¡re. !3gc
\\'est€¡n sno$b.rl1.
\\'illor$

DECRE{SET

INCRÊ{.sER
L\CR.È{SER

DECRE.{SER

i*.rt^"r"
¡r-CREâSER

OECRÊ{SER
I.\CRÊ{SER
¡NCRÊ{SER
I.\CRÊ{SER
ITCRE\5ER
DECRÊ{SE¡
I.\CRÊ{SER
II C RÊ{.' ER

l\\'.{D4i-CREÀS
DECRÊ{SER

l)icRF_.rsER
J\CR.E15ER

DECRÊ{SER
DECRÊ{SER
DECREåSER
I\CR¿{SER
I¡.'CR.¿\SER
D ECRE.{SER
DECRÈ{SER
l¡-CRÊ\SER
l.\cÂE tsER
I\CRÊ\SER

DEC,RE.\SER
I\CRE.{SER
i.\..CR Ê\SER

I\1.{Dí¡-CÎE{S
DECREÀSER
r.\cRãtsER
I)iCR!åSER

I.\-CREåSER
DECR.Ê{SER
OECRÊ{SER
DECREASER
l¡"CRÊASER
IT CREÀSÊR
DECRE.\SER
DECRE{SER
I¡-CRE,\SER
l¡-CRÊlSER
I\CRÉ{SER
II-CRÊ\SER
Ð ECRÊ{SER
i¡..CRÊ{5ER
i\CFÊ{SER

St¡ìtu¡ Ltl¡i(s sith r:rn{c .,i(.
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APPENDIX B

Herbicide application treatments include the following;

Broadcast Foliage Treatment: This is the most commonly used
herbicide control method for herbaceous perennial and brush. lt ¡nvolves the
appl¡cation of a herbicide in a 1 10 to 22O L water per hectare (4S to gO L
per acre) solution using a ground sprayer, or in at least 3E L of water or oil
per hectare (15 L per acre) using an aircraft sprayer (saskatchewan
Agriculture 1991).

Aerial applications: This type of application covers large acreages
quickly and is suitable for rough stony terrain. Ground application equipment
permits the use of higher water volumes for better coverage and is less
prone to herbicide drift (Saskatchewan Agriculture 1 991 ).

lndividual Stem Foliage Treatment: involves the addition of a herbicide
to about 1000 L of water, and applying the solution to brush foliage and
stems until it runs off. The volume of spray mixture applied per hectare
varies with brush height and dens¡ty. Treatments are made using a sprayer
fitted with a hose assembly and a hand held spray gun, or with a backpack
sprayer and extended wands. The spray is directed at the target species
and away from non-target susceptible species. Treatments should be limited
to species less than 2.5 m in height, and only enough pressure should be
used to penetrate the target species. Although labour intensive this provides
excellent foliage coverage (Saskatchewan Agriculture 1 991 ).

lndividual Stem Treatment: is a selective application method useful for
sparse tree strands, small areas and controlling undesirable plants near
crops. Applications are poss¡ble any time of the year. They often require
less herbicide per hectare but are labour intensive. There are several ways
to apply herbicide to an individual stem;

1) Conventional basal bark involves spraying the lower EO cm of a
stem to the point of run-off at the ground line.

2l Thin line requires spraying a 15 cm wide strip around the stem 15
cm above the ground line.

3) Frill uses special injection equipment or an axe to make E cm
intervals around the stem. The cut should penetrate the inner wood in
a downward stroke to allow herbicide application into the frill.

4) Dormant stem involves spraying a herbicide in oil to the lower SO
cm of the stem to ground line when vegetation is dormant.
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5) Cut stump requires felling the tree and completely spraying the
stump surface. Dormant stem and cut stump treatments can be used
throughout the year. Cut stump is environmentally safe, requires
small amounts of herbicide per hectare, prevents burnout and
eliminates drift to nearby susceptible crops (Saskatchewan Agriculture
1991),

Wiper Applicator Treatment: is effective when there is a visible
difference in height between taller undesirable plants and shorter desirable
plants, lt should be possible to w¡pe sufficient herbicide on the undesirable
plants to kill them without affecting herbaceous plants. This is usually the
case with tree species such as aspen, but not with small shrubs like western
snowberry. Herbicide is only applied to the target plants, which allows the
use of a non-selective chemical, a bigger dose of a suitable selective
chemical or a more expensive chemical. Less herbicide is required because it
is not wasted on non-targeted plants, resulting in a smaller or no effect on
the surrounding environment (Saskatchewan Agriculture 1 991 ).
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APPENDIX C:
LIST OF ALL SPECIES IDENTIFIED

SCIENTIFIC NAMË

Achillsa rnillefoliuñ
Agropvron srn¡thii

Agropy¡on subs6oundum
Agropv¡on trêchycaulum

Amolsnch¡êr slri¡folis
Añáñôm6 cånâdsns:s
Anenoma rnull¡fid6
Anenom6 pat6ns
Apocvnum spp.
Art6misia fdgidð

Anornisìe ludov¡ciána
Aster pansug
Astsr spscios

As(rågâlus dssyglottis
Sergåmont monåtda

Boutelouã grðc¡¡is
Bromus in6rmis

Cámpånula rotundifol¡a
Cirsiurñ ârvans6

command¡a p6llida

0anthonìa pa.rii
E¡âegnus commutåta

E¡ymuss species
Erigsron sp6cios

- Festuca scabrslls
Fragariå glãuoa
Gal¡um Eoreal6

Gallardia arìsteta
Geránium viscosissimum

Geum trillorum
Hedysårum sp6cies
Hord€urn jubalum
Koeleriå criståta
Lup¡nus árg6!€us
Modicago sat¡va

Muhl€nbergia cuspidåta
P6talostemon puppureum

Ph¡suñ pråt6nsa
Phlox spscies
Plântago rnajot
Poa pra(6nsis

Potenlilla sp€cies
Rosa acicular¡s
Rosá Woods¡¡

Solidågo sp6cies
St¡p€ com€ta
S¡ipa viridula

Symphoricarpos occid!ntáli9
Svmphoricarpos ôlbus

Thsrmopsis rhomb¡foli8
Tragopogon dubitis

V¡ciâ americans

ASBÂÉVIANON

ACMI
AGSM
AGSU
AGTÂ

ANCA
ANMU
ANPA

AP Spp.
ARFR
ARLU
ASPA

AS SPP.
AS DA
EEMO
EOGR
SFIN

CAÂO
CIAR
COPA
OAPA
ELCO

Ef spp.
ER SPP.

FESC

FRGL
G A8O

GÉVI
G EIR

HE SPP,
HOJA
KOCR

LUAR
MESA
MUCU
PEPU
PHPR

PH SPP,

POPR

PO SPP.
ROAC
ROWO

soRt
sTco
sfvt
sYoc
SYAL
fHÂH
TFOU

COMMON NAME

Common Yarrow
W6s(ôrn Wh06t Gráss
Awned whsetgrass

Slender Wha6t Gr€sE
Saskatoon

Cân6da Anånoñc
Cu!-leav6d an6ñoms

P¡a¡rie C.ocus
Oogban6 spp.

Pasturo Sagstvon
P.air¡6 Så6awoñ

luh6d Wh¡te Prêiaio Asts.
. Aster spp.

Purp¡e Milk Verch
B6rg¿mont
Bluå Gråmã

Smooth 8roñìe
Hár6b6ll

Canada Th¡sd6
Pâle Comrnandrð
Palrv's Oat Grass

S¡lverb6rry
Ryô spp,

Fleaban€ spp.
Rough Fescu6

Wild Strawberry
Nonhern Esdstraw

Galård¡6
Sticky Purple Geranium
Thaee-flowered Av€ns

Hðdys6rum
Fox!ail 8ôdoy
June Grass

Silvery Lupiñ6
Allâlfa

Pråirio Muhly
Purple Prairis C¡over

lìmothv

Coñmon Plånt6¡n
Kentucky 8lu6 Grsss

C¡nguefoil spp.
Prickly Ros6

Corñmon W¡ld Roso
Cold6nrod spp.

Nsedle and Thread Grêss
GrB€n N6adl6 Grass

Euckbrush
Snowbôrry

Goldsn 8s6n
Yellow Goat's.besrd

Wi¡d V6rch
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APPENDIX D:

PAST LAND USE ON NOSE HILL

1976 t97A t9E2 ßA6
S¡IE I¿NO USE 8Y Y€AN

t960 t969 t97t t975

G
G
c

c
G
G

2\
3G

6G

8G
9G
10 G
11 G

t3 G
t4 G
15 c

\\\\
GGG

GGSUANG
GGEUFNG
G G BIJFN G
G G STJRN G
CCGG
GGGG
GGEUñNG

HG OVEAG' HG

GGG

LG tG LG
I.G LG LG

H(¡ OVEAG HG
HG OVESG HG
HG OVERG HG
HG OV€NG HG
HG OVESG HG
HG OVEFG HG
G PfIAIRIÊ 6

OCFOP ACU!Í G
G PÊÂIñ¡Ê C

OCROP ACUTI G

16 VEH¡C VEH¡C
17 LG \
18 LG \
f9 ACULf ACULT
20 aclJLt ÂcuLf
2t FCÂOÞ \
22 rcAOñc rcAOñG
23 FCNOP\G rcÂOñG
24 rcROñG FCROñG
25 VES|C vEHrC
2€ VEHIC VEIIC
27 Vg{C VEHTC

28G\
29 ACIJLÍ \
306\
¡I ÁCULT \
32 VEHTC VES|C
33 VEhtC VeH¡C
3¡,c\
35 VElirC VÊH|C

GGAURNG
GGSURNG

t99t ,993

c

G
G
G

G
G

G
G
G
G
c

t-G
LG

C6ùóll.d 6!ñ\rp ¡ CnÍdd bwn tÁÞ.r¡ 2tl
C6ró¡¡d b!61¡Þ I Cnnoll.d bln tÂFt 2 I I
8U8Àl SÉ1. 91.93 Wildfr. tAp.i¡ t¡rl ¡

G
G
G
G
G
G
G

G
G
G
G
G

Thr. h.!. b.- ño'lrn u¡6' 6 No.. Hilr
ùnc. I989. dc.¡! tot.mrdt.d ád
nrwr¡ ír... lhr. d. riu viibt. ñrtt ot Þ.Í
c..ra., húwr (.l. clltiv.don sd C¡r¡ñsl,

G

G
c
o
G
G

LG LG
LG I.C

c
tG
LG

(¡
ACUIT CULl07.7¡t OCROP OCSOP G
acult clJtlô7-74 ocFoF OCAOP G
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APPENDIX E

Adapted from Clark and Johnson, 1993

FIRE BEHAVIOUR
Fuels (their amount, moisture, and distribution), weather (particularly

temperature, humidity, and wind), and the ignition pattern form the
operational elements of the burning prescription (McArthur 1 g66). These
elements link the burning prescription with the fire objectives (McArthur
1 966). lgnition pattern largely dictates how the available energy will be
released and, therefore, the observable fire behaviour (McArthur 1966).

Fire behaviour consists primarily of fire ¡ntens¡ty, rate of spread, and
fuel consumption, Fire intensity is the most important descriptor since it is a
measure of the heat f lux produced by f ire (Johnson 1 992). Heat f lux is
what affects biological systems, and can be described using the equation
I = HwR (Byram 1959).
Where:
I = fire intensity (kw/m) of the flaming fronU
H = low heat of combustion of the fuels (kJ/kg);
w = the we¡ght of f uel consumed per unit area (kg/m2); and
R =the fire's rate of spread (m/s).

Environmental factors which affect rate of spread and fuel
consumption are f uel type. weather, and topography (Daubenmire 1 969).

1. Weather:
Weather determines the dryness of the fuel, moistness of soil (as this

provides a heat sink and at the same time facilitates heat conduction),
current temperature of the combustible material (determines the add¡tional
heat required for expelling and igniting gases), and wind velocity. Winds
tend to have cooling effect on an open fire (Masson, 194g), but this may be
more than offset by its bringing in fresh supplies of oxygen which speeds up
the rate of combustion and so increases temperatures (Morton 1 964). Warm
dry summers, low humidity, frequent thunder storms and wind, supply the
conditions necessary both to init¡ate and to sustain f ires (Vogl 1 974), Wind,
temperature, and humidity are especially important to fire intensity and are
incorporated into models that pred¡ct fire behaviour (Forestry canada 1 9g7).
Presence of wind during a fire can significantly increase the fire,s rate of
spread, thus increas¡ng fire intensity.

Owing to increases in oxygen supply, backfires, those spreading
aga¡nst the wind, move somewhat faster ¡nto a strong wind than into a light
wind, but the effect of wind increasing the rate of spread is much greater in
a head fire, i.e. one spreading with the wind (Bryam, 1958). Trollope
(1 984) found that f ireline and rate of spread were greater in headf ires
because they consume fuel more rapidly and spread more rap¡dly than
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backfires. Other time-temperature parameters did not differ between fire
type because time-temperature profiles reflect both the intensity (heat
release rate) and heat transfer for the entire combustion period (Bidwell and
Engle 1 990).

2) Kind and disposition of fuel accumulated since last fire,
Fuel Type: ln the prairies, fuels which consist mostly of grasses are

known as fine fuels (Daubenmire 1968). Fine fuels are characterized by a
high surface to volume ratio and low bulk density, which means less heat
energy is required for them to reach ignition than would be needed for
woody aerial stems (Forestry Canada 1992a) (Rothermel 1972, Brown
19708, 1981, 19821. Also the former fuel type burns more rapidly and
completely as the fire front passes (McArthur, 1966). Grass fires are
characterized by a rather narrow zone of flames advancing across a finely
divided and rather homogeneously dispersed fuel (Daubenmire 1968). The
Canadian Fire Behaviour Prediction System (Forestry Canada 1992) classifies
grassland fuels into the open (O-1) fuel type group since it has continues
grass cover with only occasional tree or shrub clumps which do not
significantly alter fire behaviour. The O-1 can by subdivided based on
differences in fuel structure which influence fire behaviour, specifically rate
of spread. O-1a applies to the matted grass condition normally found in the
spring following snow melt or after cutting; and O-1b describes standing
dead grass of late summer and early fall.

Fuel Consumption: The fine fuels are assumed to have a standard
load of 0.3 kg/m2 unless otherwise measured. McArthur (1 9631 states that
with each doubling of fuel quantity per unit area the rate of fire spread,
flame height. and fire intensity are doubled. ln event of a fire, complete
combustlon of these fuels by the advancing flame front is assumed.
However, ¡f these fine fuels are allowed to accumulate beyond the standard
fuel load, they form a second layer of fuels, equivalent to the duff layer in
the Canadian F¡re Weather lndex system (Forestry Canada 1987) with
different fuel moisture properties. The duff layer has a larger capacity to
hold moisture and requires more t¡me to dry following precip¡tat¡on than the
surface fine fuels. While the surface fine fuels usually dry to a moisture
content able to sustain a flame within hours of precipitation, the underlying
duff fuels may require several days, Fuel consumption can no longer be
assumed a constant, but rather is dependent on the availability of dry fuels
within this duff layer as the flame front passes, Therefore fuel consumption
becomes a function of the fuel moisture content.

Fuel Moisture content: The moisture content of fuels is important in
determining fuel consumption and helps to determine the fire's rate of
spread. The drier the soil, the higher is its surface temperature when grass
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burns, but at same time the low moisture content reduces the downward
conduction of heat (Daubenmire 1969). Heyward (1939) states that as
moisture content increases, heat conduction through a soil increases up to a
point, then remains constant. Texture itself is of little importance (Heyward
1 938). Higher ambient temperatures and low relative humidity mean less
heat is required for ignition since the fuels contain less moisture. Excess
moisture rnust be removed from the fuels requiring energy and time. The
greater the amount of heat available to dry the fuels, the less time is
required to ignite the fuels and the faster the fire's rate of spread, The drier
the fuel layer when the flame front passes, the more fuel that is available for
consumption. However, if the fuels conta¡n too much moisture (generally
greater than fifty percent) too much energy is lost evaporating off the water
for the fire to sustain itself. Grass fuels commonly dry sufficiently to carry
fire with¡n a few hours after a shower, although the intensity of burning
under such circumstances is minimal. Fires start more rapidly at the time of
maximum intensity of solar radiation (approximately 11,00 h) rather than at
the time of minimum moisture content of the grass (Daubenmire 1969).

Towards the end of their growing season grass stems gradually lose
the¡r moisture, a process known as curing, The degree of curing of the
grass stems has an important influence on fire behaviour. lf the degree of
curing is less than fifty percent a fire is unlikely to spread (Wright and Beall
1938 as cited by Forestry Canada 1992a). lt is thought that the rate of
spread for a grassland fire increases proport¡onally to the percentage (above
fifty percent) of cured or dead material (Van Wagner 1975). for every ten
percent decrease in the degree of curing of the fuels, there is a twenty
percent decrease in the predicted rate of spread.

3) Topography:
Topography affects the character of grass fires since fires move faster

upslope than on level ground. advancing still more slowly when moving
downslope. Fire spreads up a 10 degree slope twice as fast as on the level,
and progresses four times as fast up a 20 degree slope. Where the slope is
very steep, the rate of spread may exceed 65 km/h (McArthur, 1963), The
direction that a slope faces is important through its control over microclimate
factors which determine the initial temperature of combustible material and
moisture conditions (McArthur 1963).

FIRE BEHAVIOUR MODEL
Prescriptions can be based upon two subsystems of the Canadian

Forest Fire Danger Rating System (Forestry Canada 1992b), the Canadian
Forest Fire Weather lndex (FWl) system (Forestry Canada 1987) and the
Canadian Forest Fire Behaviour Prediction (FBp) system (Forestry Canada
1 992a). The FWI system calculates a series of indexes based on weather,
which are later used in the FBP system to predict fire behaviour in different
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fuel types. The FWI system is dependent on weather, and provides a series
of three codes of fuel moisture (Fine Fuel Moisture Code, the Duff Moisture
Code and the Drought Code) and three indexes which describe fire behaviour
(the ln¡tial Spread lndex, the Bu¡ld up lndex, and the Fire Weather lndex), For
a grassland fire the Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC) rates the mo¡sture
content of the fine fuels from the surface depth of about 1.S cm (ie surface
litter) with a standard load of O,25 kglm2, The FFMC is an indicator of the
flammability of the fire fuels and the ease with which they will ignite
(Forestry Canada 1984). The FBP system describes the moisture condit¡ons
of all the fuels in the grassland fuel types (O-1a and O-1b).

Mon¡toring for the above parameters should begin in the spring once
the snow cover has disappeared. Standard practice is to use the daily noon
(standard time) weather reading for temperature, relative humidity. wind
speed and precipitation (24 hour). With easier access to weather
ínformation it is now possible to update the FFMC on an hourly basis
providing a more accurate estimate of a fire's potential behaviour (Van
Wagner 1977), The FFMC is combined with wind speed to calculate ln¡t¡al
Spread lndex (lSl), which is a numerical indicator of the initial rate of spread
under various fuel moisture and wind conditions (Forestry Canada 1984).
The ISI approximately doubles with every 14 km/h increase in wind speed so
sudden changes in wind speed (i.e, gusts) or direction can seriously alter fire
behaviour. lSl is used to estimate a fiie's potential rate of spread when calc
the FWl.
A special case appears in grasslands when sufficient fuels have accumulated
(eg. due to fire suppress¡on) so that the amount of fuel exceeds the standard
fuel load assumed for grassland fuel types (0.3 kg/m2). The moisture
content of these additional fuels must be considered separately form the
FFMC because of the different water holding capacity and slower rates of
moisture loss associated with deeper and more compacted fuels.

The Duff Moisture Code (DMC) is an indicator of the average moisture
content of the loosely compacted organic (duff) layers to a depth of about
7.0 cm. Like FFMC, the DMC is monitored daily beginning in the spr¡ng and
code values similarly increase with decreasing moisture content. DMC is
used to calculate the Bu¡ld-up lndex (BUl). The BUI represents the total fuel
available to the spreading fire and is therefore a component used in
calculating fuel consumption for the FWl. The FWI ¡s essentially an index of
fire intensity bases on Byram's (1959) equation. lt uses the constant low
heat of combustion (18 000 kJ/kg), the lSl value ro est¡mate the rate of
spread and the BUI value to estimate fuel consumption. The index values
are combined in a series of equat¡ons to give an estimate of the fire
behaviour potential for that day. Daily mon¡toring of the weather and fuel
moisture codei is necessary for the model to work. Predicting fire behaviour
cannot be done on the basis of a single day's weather data; nor can fire
behaviour be predicted more than a day in advance.
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TREATMENT PRESCRIPTIONS
The purpose of each prescription is to describe the condit¡ons under

which a burn can be conducted safely and w¡th the desired behaviour. The
same fire behaviour must be applied to all treatments, Therefore, the
prescriptions are based on the calculated indexed used in the Canad¡an
forest fire Danger Rat¡ng System (Forestry Canada 1992b).

The desired behaviour for all the treatments is a consistent range of
about 800 to 1 200 kW/m (Forestry Canada 1 987), Given that a fire,s rate
of spread must rernain within safe limits of control, the lsl value should not
exceed 10.0 and winds should be steady averaging less than 12 km/h, at
the time of the burn. The DMC value should be greater than 60 (about
l OOo/o dutl moisture content) to ensure complete fuel combustlon.
Obviously fire intensity will vary with the amount of fuel consumed. This
will be especially true in the first season of treatments due to the greater
fuel loads. The amount of fuel consumed during the initial burns will have to
be measured using fuel plots. Future prescribed burns should be able to
assume a standard fuel load (eg 0.3 kglm2l, but this value should be verified
and the prescription adjusted to compensate for changes in fuel
consumption.

The presence of nearby residential neighbourhoods means we must be
concerned with atmospheric conditions and not burn when smoke will
remain close to the ground (i,e. temperature inversions) affecting the air
quality.

Based on the above, Clark and Johnson recommend the following
prescription for fescue grassland in the Calgary region;

Treatment l: Early Spring Burn should be conducted as soon as the lsl and
DMC values are met after the snow pack has disappeared, lt is important
that none of the spring growth has started yet.

Treatment 2: Late Spring Burn should be conducted only after the
herbaceous vegetation has begun to green, but while the proportion of cured
grass to new shouts remains greater than gO%. lSl and DMC values are the
same as above.

Treatment 3.' Fall Burn should be done since the structure of the fuels
change (O-1b fuel type) characterized by more standing fuels. Air is better
able to mix with the fuels resulting in higher rates of spread then in the O-1a
fuel type given the same lSl value. A higher rate of spread means greater fire
intensity. Since there is an increased danger of losing control in this type of
fuel, burns should be conducted at slightly lower lSl values than in the
spring, but the DMC should remain the same as above. The degree of
curing in the grass fuels should be greater than gO percent,
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Treatment 4: Early Spring Burn and Fall Reburn conducted at same time as
the other treatments (1 and 3). Thus the prescriptions for this treatment
combination are the same as what was described above. ln the fall reburn,
however, there may be differences in fuel consumption because the spring
burn should reduce the accumulated fuel load. Less fuel consumption will
result in a lower fire intens¡ty during the fall reburn as compared to
treatment 3 which is the fall only burn.

Note: For all treatments, maintaining the proper prescription is essential in
order to link fire behaviour to f¡re effects.
Therefore, if the DMC and lSl values are not reached for a
particular treatment then burning should not be conducted for that treatment
period that year.

ln the case of reserves where the area of the burn treatments is smalf
the impact on wildlife populations will be minimal. The impact will be further
mit¡gated because of the presence of refugia created by the adjacent
unburnt treatment plots. This means that species will not be without
suitable habitat in wh¡ch to escape rhe direct and indirect effects of the fire.
These adjacent unburned areas will also serve as sources for recolonizing
burnt areas once the vegetation has begun to return.

RATIONALE FOR PRESCRIPTION
First Year

The early spring burn treatment is aimed primarily at woody species
and removing accumufated litter; herbaceous species should be unaffected
since their meristems are still protected beneath the soil. Those plants not
killed outright will be forced to expend stored energy reserves to resprout.
Repeated early spring burns should eventually deter woody vegetation while
having either no, or a positive effect on the herbaceous vegetation. Late
spring burn are to examine the effects of burn once the herbaceous
vegetation has begun to emerge. Grass species should be mostly unaffected
by these burns since their meristems lay below the soil surface where they
are protected from the heat of the fire. Thus grasses should recover quickly.
However, broad-leaved plants (forbs), with above ground growing tips, will
likely respond negatively to rhis treatment (i.e. Canada Thistle) and suffer
increased mortality. Repeated late spring burns should eventually control
"weedy" forb species such as Canada thistle and permit their eradication,
The Fall prescription is to determine the effects of fire in the later part of the
growing season when many of the spring grasses, like rough fescue, will
have completed their seasons'growth. A fall burn will affect woody species
and later emerging herbaceous species and serve to remove the year,s
accumulated plant litter. The purpose of spring and fall reburn treatment is
to determine how well the vegetation is affected under a more intense
disturbance regime. lt is aimed towards those woody species which may
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resprout or sucker following a spring burn. The fall reburn should kill new
shoots thus further depleting plant energy reserves. This treatment
combination may not be possible in consecutive years because of
insuff icient fuel loads,

Second Year
Following the first year of treatments, the results should be analyzed

so the treatment program can be assessed. Beginning second year,
treatment plots are to be split into a second level of treatment. The purpose
of this second treatment program is to determine what effect the FIRE
RETURN INTERVAL has on vegetation (ojima et al. 1ggol. Treated plots
should be subdivided into three plots each with the same number of
vegetation monitoring plots (about ten) according to d¡fferent fire return
interval treatments of every year, every two years, and every five years, All
treatments are then to be compared to the unburnt control plot to determine
treatment effects. The outcomes are not pred¡ctable, and the purpose of the
program is to monitor the effects (positive and negative) of burning at
different seasons and with various return intervals.

MONITORING
Vegetation must be monitored before and after the prescribed burn

treatments to determine the effect of the burning prescription. This requires
that permanent mon¡toring plots be established that can easily be relocated
following a fire. Vegetation should be sampled twice in a growing season;
in the late spring and again in the late summer to ensure a thorough
sampling of the vegetation. Monitoring should be conducted every year
around the same time and continue even if prescribed burns are
discontinued, in order to determine long term effects. Add¡tional notes
should also be made in the field for individual species, i,e. How do
individuals establish following fire (e.9. seed, tillers)?
Calibrating the Fire Behaviour Model;

While the model generally predicts fire behaviour under the prescribed
cond¡tions it relies on certain assumptions. To test the accuracy of the
model at prescribing fire behaviour, measurements of actual fire behaviour
must be taken. Fuel consumption is the first factor that must be determined
to calculate fire ¡ntensity, Therefore, prior to burning, a number of fuel plots
w¡ll be established within the treatment plots and the amount of fuel
measured, Following f ire plots should be remeasured to determine the
amount of fuel consumed (kg/m2 dry weight). plots should be established ¡n
a variety of different fuel types, The second factor that should be calculated
the prescribed fire's actual intensity is the rate of spread (m/s) of the flame
front. Several techniques can be used to monitored of spread such as a
stop watch and video camera. Simply measure the distance the flame front
travels in a give period of time. Flame height is also a good indicator of fire
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intensity (Johnson 19921 and is the th¡rd factor that should be measured.
Often flame heights are recorded on a video camera w¡th an appropriate
scale so flame height can be determined.
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APPENDIX F

FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION WHEN SELECTING SPECIES FOR
RESEEDING;

" 1) The end land use of the site to be reclaimed must be clearly
understood in order to establish the goals and objectives of the
revegetation pfogram. This will entail an assessment of the size of
the area to be reclãimed, and understanding of local site conditions, a
description of adjacent land uses and a cost estimate to complete the
reclamation program.

2) The cost of reclamation using native species is usually higher
compared to using conventional agronomic species. This is primarily
due to the shortage of seed supply combined with the difficulties of
seed collection and cleaning.

3) Species, whether native or agronomic, should be adapted to the
local climate and physical environments (Ries et al. 1gg7b). Most
authors that recommend species compositions for reclamation specify
different arrays for xeric, mesic and wet conditions (Bowen 1990).
Grass species in particular exhibit a wide degree of ecological
tolerance to flooding, drought, salinity, acidity, alkalinity, heat and
cold,

4) lf native species are to be used, an initial list of candidate native
species should be compiled from a site inventory or a review of
species lists from similar sites and discussion with native seed
suppliers andior local prairie restoration companies, where these exist.
Species should be representative of the original community. ln some
cases, recommended species compos¡tions for certain geographic
regions are available (Hardy BBT 1989; Harper-Lore 1990) E) The
availability of native species may be limited. While sources are
increasing each year, agronomic species are still widely available.

5) A mixture of forbs, grasses and possibly shrubs rather than a few,
h¡ghly competitive species will provide food and cover for a diversity
of animal species. A diverse plant community generally also has more
aesthetic appeal.

6) The use of species which are long-lived, competitive and/or
invasive such as crested wheat-grass, smooth brome grass, timothy,
and red fescue should be avoided if native plant succession is desired
(Walker 1989),
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7) Competitive relationships, mutualism, and predator-prey relations in
the community should be taken into account when compiling seed
mixes (Call and Roundy 1991).

8) Overstory shrub plantings may increase the establishment of
understorey species. For example, shrubs can catch windblown soil,
seeds and mycorhizal spores, and provide resting sited for animals to
bring in seeds. Decreased irradiation and re-radiation resulting from
shrub planting may affect understorey temperatures which may, in
turn decrease evapotranspiration and increase nutrient cycling.
Shrubs may also decrease insect herbivory of assoc¡ated plants by
providing habitat for insect predators (West I 989). The presence of
shrubs or trees has been shown to increase productivity compared to
associations shrub-free grass stands (Frost and McDougald 1 ggg).',
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APPENDIX G

REVEGETATION TECHNIOUES

Seeding
The following recommendations were developed for seeding

agronomic species, but they are however thought to be generally applicable
to seeding native grasslands;

"1 ) Appropriate species selection.

2) Adequate seedbed preparation.

3) Proper tim¡ng of seeding operations.

4) Use of suitable equipment and seeding rates based on our current
level of knowledge.

5) Proper depth of seeding and covering the seed to avoid losses due
to desiccation, predation etc.

6) Suitable ma intena nce-a lthoug h experimental trial data are limited, in
some cases irrigation, use of mulches, fertilizer application, mowing or
burning may enhance stand establishment.

7) lt may be necessary to destroy competing vegetation prior to
seeding.

Seeding rates vary with location, technique and species seeded (Romo
and lawrence 1 990). Sparser seedings can result in more robust plants in
some instances and can allow for some invasion of adjacent native species.
Seeding rates should consider how much natural diversification of the
vegetative community is desired. lf none is desired, a heavy seeding may be
preferred, with strong fertilization programs to promote the rapid
establishment of a relatively closed grass community. lf some natural
diversification is desired, the seed density and fertilizer programs should be
less intensive, allowing some species for natural revegetation to ¡ntermix
w¡th planned revegetation species (Wathern and Gilbert 1 979).

Dríll Seeding and Interseeding
Drill seeding and interseeding is the preferred method of revegetation

on native rangelands primarily because of the degree of control which is
affected in seeding rates and seed placement beneath the soil surface (Ries
et al 1987b; Vallentine 1989a; Walker, personal communication. 1gg2). ln
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recent years seed drills have been developed specifically for native species
(Kerr et al. 1993). The preferred characteristics of drills used for native
seeding include the following (Kerr et al. 1993);

" 1 ) abil¡ty to withstand adverse terrain, rocks and brush w¡th
minimum maintenance;

2) separate boxes for large, small and fluffy seeds;

3) agitator in seedbox to prevent seed and trash bridging over the
seeder openings;

4) precise meter¡ng of seed (force feed usually better than gravity feed
except for fluffy seed );

5) baffles to maintain distribution of seed in seedboxes on steep
slopes;

6) side openers equipped with band-type regulators;

7) flexible equipment to allow individual planters to adjust to irregular
seed;

8) mechanism for rapid and accurate setting of seed¡ng rates; and.

9) wide packer wheels to decrease sinking, especially on sandy soils.

When seeding small seeded grasses, it is beneficial to mix in
autoclaved (sterilized by high heat) wheat seeds for bulk to prevent bridging
(Smreciu, pers. comm. 1992 in Kerr et al. 1993). Sand or other coarse
material will ensure even distribution, and help carry light, fluffy grass seeds
through the drill (Trottier 1992). This carrier material should be added a
approximately half the bulk grass seeding weight (Ducks Unl¡mited, no date).
Similarly, partially dried vermiculite has been mixed with forb seeds to
facilitate their movement through the seed drill (Schramm 1972).

The rates at which seeds are sown for restoration seems to have
evolved largely on a trial and error basis (Collicut and Morgan 1 9gO). Rate
of seeding is dependent on seed type, size and germination percentage, For
planting, the quantity of viable seed is generally expressed as
kilogra msi hecta re (or pounds/acre). This value represents the actual number
of seeds per unit area of the soil surface and thus, when planting a small-
seeded species, fewer kilograms are required for large-seeded species (Cook
et al. 1974; Duebbert et al 1981.), ln order to account for seed quality the
grass seeding rates should be expressed as pure live seed (pLS) in
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kilograms/hectare (Kerr et al. 1 993), The percentage of pure live seed
delivered to the soil medium is expressed by the formula;

Pure Live Seed = o/o germination X o/o purity
EG. a 23 kg bag of seed marked gO% germination and goyo purity
contains:
90% X 90% = 81% pts, and
81% pls X 23 kg = approximatety 18,6 kg pts (Heady 197b).

Drills should be calibrated to del¡ver the des¡red amount of pure live
seed per square meter and place it at the proper depth. They should also be
calibrated for every mixture type to ensure proper seeding rates (Kerr et al.
19931. calibration can be performed by jacking up the drill and turning the
drive wheel for a set number of revolutions, catching the seed flowing out,
and weighing it (Vallentine 1971),

It is generally recommended that nat¡ve grasses are seeded from 1.0
to 2.5 cm deep for maximum seedling establishment (Vallentine l gggb).
The kind and size of seed, soil texture, and moisture conditions are the
principal factors that influence seeding depth. Grass seed should be planted
a depth of 1.25 to 2.5 cm in coarse textured sandy soils (Duebbert et al.
1981). Small seeded grasses, such as blue grama grass should be seeded at
shallower depths (1.0 cm or less) than larger seeded species such as wheat
grasses and green needle grass which can tolerate depths of 1.0 to 2,S cm
(Ries et al. 1987b). Seeding too deep delays emergence and reduces total
emergence of new plants, while seeding too shallow results in loss of seed
due to desiccation, removal by wildlife and erosion (Cook et al. 1974), As
moisture decreases, seeding depth should increase, however seed should
never be placed deeper than five times its diameter (Alberta Agriculture
1 990b).

Packing or rolling the soil after seeding is necessary to ensure the soil
is in firm contact with the seed, permitt¡ng water uptake by capillary action
(Alberta Agriculture 1 990b). Drill seeding, followed by cultipacking, is a
preferred method of seeding because it prov¡des proper placement and
covering of the seed in a single operation (Ries et al. 1gg7; Vallentine
1989a).

Romo and Lawrence (1 990) suggest that drill spacing can vary from
15 to 30 cm using the wider spacing where moisture is limited. proper row
spacing is important to elirninate inter- and intra- specific compet¡tion for
water and nutrients correct row width alfows faster stand establ¡shment
and the highest production under dryland conditions (Holzworth and Lacey
1991). When seeding a field. seeding should overlap two drill widths past
the boundary, This precludes chances of a drill miss (Wark, personal
communication 1 993). Missed drill holes generalf y end up being f illed with
weeds (Wark, personal communication, 1993). Twenty-five to thirty seed
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.species should be planted for biodiversitv (Wark, personal communication
1 993).
Advantages of drill seeding include (Sims et al. 19g4);

" 1 ) improved soil moisture availability;

2l more uniform stands;

3) more wind protection for seeds compared to broadcasting;

4) rapid production;

5) less seed required per unit areas than broadcast seeding;

6) controlled seed ing rate;

7) controlled depth of sowing;

8) the ability to spread fertilizer and other amendments at the same
time (Sims et al. 1984)."

Disadvantages of drill seeding are;

" 1 ) Machinery is mainly restricted to uniform near-level s¡tes.

2) Cost and time are often increased over such methods as
broadcasting,
although broadcasting may require up to tw¡ce as much seed,

3) ln native grassland restoration projects, a plant community in
visible rows in undesirable. Schramm (1972) has suggested making
more than one pass over a field, in different directions, to alleviate
this problem (Sims et al 1984)."

lnterseeding is a method used to introduce desirable plant species to a
grassland by preparing only strips of the area for seeding (Vallentine 1 ggga).
It rel¡es on the eventual spread of the newly seeded species and is generally
slow because of competition between the seedlings and the existing
vegetation, lt may be preferred over seedbed preparation and seeding,
however, where soil erosion is a problem, preparing a seedbed is impractical,
or the aim is to modify not replace the existing vegetation (Vallentine
1989a). lt also has advantage of being cheaper than trying to reseed an
entire area (Vallentine 1989a). Drills can be borrowed or leased from
Agriculture canada PFRA offices, forage associations and some conservation
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districrs (Trortier 1 992).

Impilntíng
lmprinting is a rerativery new technique for tiiling and pranting which

has been developed for arid and semi-arid regions of the world (Keri et al.
1993), lt involves the use of a machine which imitates the action of
animal's hooves on soil (Kerr et al. 1993), Most imprinting machines are
constructed to resemble "large rolling pins with a waffled surface (Dixon
1988)" and are pulled by a tractor (Kerr et al, 1gg3). Seeds are scattered,
often from a broadcast seeder mounted just ahead of the roller, and are
pressed into the imprinted surface. The Depressions formed increase the
percolation of water into the soil, decrease runoff and funnel water to sites
where seed and mulch are likely to accumulate (Dixon 19gg). According to
Anderson (1 981 ) rainfall is concentrated and in effect, doubled and a 

'ni-niu,of rainfall is utilized to a maximum extent. lmprinting differs from
conventional tillage ¡n that the soil is not turned over and therefore
disruption of the surface litter is minimized (Kerr et al. 1993). lmprinting
results in a f¡rm seedbed, and reduces soil erosion by keeping rainwater
where it falls (Anderson 1981). The imprinting machine is oi simple
construction, it is relatively inexpensive, durable and maintenance free (Kerr
et al. 1993). (Dixon 19gg) suggests that imprinting would be effective in
revegetating dry prairies and dunes as well as non-prairie sites where
adequate water supply is a problem.

Brcadcast Seeding
Broadcast seeding is any method of seeding that scatters the seed

directly on the soil surface (Kerr et al. 1gg3). lt is designed to s¡mulate
natural dissemination by wind and may be done by hand, rotary or box_type
seeders, or by airplanes or helicopters. The seed should be broadcast o nt'o a
roughened seedbed and then covered by soil using rakes, harrows, discs. or
by pulling a small sheepsfoot rolrer over the seeded area (Kerr et al. ,l99à).
Running a small tracked vehicle over the area may also cover the seed and
compact loose or freshly tilled soil. The pressure should not be applied
when soils are f ine-textured and prone to compaction (Cook et at. ,tgZ+|,
when forbs are added to a revegetation program, about three to five seeds
per 0.5 square meter should be allowed (Cook et al. 1974), Much of this
seed is small and should be spread thinly to achieve best results. seeding
should be followed with a light raking for best results (prairie Restoiationã
lnc. 1992),
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The advantages of broadcast seeding are that it is;

"1) easier to use on rough terrain, and steep slopes;

2) relatively inexpensive;

3) fertilizer can be spread simultaneously; and

4) it is often an effective way of establ¡shing a diverse community
(Depuit and Coenenberg 1979),"

The disadvantages include;
"1) larger amounts of seed are required than for drill seeding (usually
about twice the amount). poor sites such as those which have low
quality soil conditions or rough terrain, require an even higher amount
of seed;

2) uneven dispersal (this could be alleviated by applying at low wind
speeds);

3) unless the seed is covered, it is exposed to erosion, predation and
desiccation which can result in lower establishment rates (Sims et al.
1 984). ,,

ln general, broadcast seeding is not recommended due to limited
seedling establishment due to desiccation, predation of seed, and wind and
water erosion (Romo and Lawrence 1990). However, this method may be
the only way to seed steep and rough slopes that are inaccessible to
conventional farming equipment (Romo and Lawrence 1 990).

Hydoseeding
Hydroseeding involves the application of a slurry of seed and water to

soil (Kerr et al. 1993). lt is primarily used as an erosion control technique on
steep slopes or thin soils. Hydroseeding does not appear to have been
widely used in native grassland reclamation and is not recommended by
some prairie restorationists primarily because of the problem of poor
seed/soil contact (Bowen, pers. comm. 1992 in Kerr et al. 1993),

Spreadin g Harvested Seed/Straw
Hay is harvested when the majority of the seeds of the desired

species are ripe and the resultant mulch is spread over a smooth and weed-
f ree seedbed or over stubble (Kerr et al. 1 993). Mulching is reported to
increase the success of establish¡ng native species through enhanced
germination (Fraser and Wolfe 1 982). An ideal mulch should hold the seed
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¡n place, should not inhib¡t the emergence of the seed¡ng, should prevent
erosion, should promote infiltration, insulate the seed from extreme
temperature variation, and retain soil moisture (adapted from Fraser and
Wolfe 1982).
Mulching is useful for preventing erosion, conserving soil moisture and
providing a suitable seed bed for germination on difficult reclamation sites.
Were annual precipitation is higher, mulches are generally not required
(Fraser and Wolfe 1982).

Mulch is anchored by packing with a subsurface packer, covered with
a disk-drill set to a shallow depth, or tacked sown in some manner (Romo
and Lawrence 1 990). Hay or straw material application rates range rom
1500 kg/ha to 2000 kg/ha and may be effective in soil stabilization for a
period of 12 to 18 months after application (Lees pers, comm, 19921. The
mulch should be spread as uniformly as possible, prior to the season of
greatest precip¡tation. Factors that should be taken into account are (Flomo
and Lawrence 1 990);

"1) Native species seed production is variable from year to year and
site to s¡te and therefore optimal harvest time is also variable;

2) Generally one or a few species will be dominant in the mix;

3) Exotic species may be present in the mulch, and cultivars of native
species seeded in the plot to be revegetaled, will likely be more
compet¡tive than native species persistent in the mulch; and

4) Tackifers or crimping will likely be necessary to hold the mulch in
place where there is a potential for wind erosion (Romo and Lawrence
1990)."
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To obtain hay with the highest number of desired species , one should
harvest ¡n a year when conditions are favourable for seed production of thêt
species (Kerr et al. 1993). lt is therefore important to know how long hay
can be stored without a loss of viability, Advantages of using spread
harvested material as a seed source are;

" 1 ) Species diversity may be increased over convent¡onal seeding;

2) Seeds are supplied that are not commercially available;

3) Mulch can provide a supplemental seed source of locally adapted
nat¡ve seed;

4) lf properly anchored, the hay mulch decreases erosion;

5) Mulch creates favourable microsites for seedling establishment by
conserving so¡l moisture, increasing water infiltration, and decreasing
soil crusting;

6) No specially designed equipment is necessary;

7) Adapted to a wide range of site conditions and purposes such as
landscaping, rangelands rejuvenation. and reclamation of parks,
natural areas and surface-mined lands;

8) Relatively inexpensive;

9) Process can accelerate natural succession;

10) Using hay mulch as a revegetation method has a high success
rate (Ries et al, 1980; Romo and Lawrence l ggo; Wenger 1941 )."

Disadvantages are that the process is labour intensive, and depending
on climatic conditions, time of harvest and species composition of the stand
harvested, one species (not necessarily a desired species) may predominate
in the mulch (Kerr et al. 1993).

Sprigging
ln some environments, if seed production is sparse and erratic, using

vegetation plugs to revegetate is a feasible option. These plugs may also be
valuable in supplying soil with micro-organisms as well as accelerating
invasion of native species (Bell and Meidinger 19771. lt is not used much in
reclamation of native grasslands, because of the high cost and the fact that
may prairie species are not highly rhizomatous (Vallentine 19g9b) Seeding
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seems to be a more effective, less costly method of establishing native
prairie vegetation (DePuit, pers. comm. 1992)

Sodding
Sodding involves the removal and subsequent replacement of existing

sod from an area to be disturbed {Kerr et al. 1993). ln some cases, sod may
be taken from a similar plant community within the vicinity and placed on
the areas to be revegetated (Kerr et al. 1993). Although ¡t does not appear
to be a widely practised as a reclamation technique in native grasslands in
Alberta it may be considered in black soil zones with native plant cover (Kerr
et al. 1993), Possible benefits of sodding as a restoration technique are that
the species composition of the site can be maintained, no seed must be
purchased, and besides the actively growing plants, the sod also supplies
soil micro-organisms, mycorrhiza and a latent seed source (Kerr et al, 19g3).

Cutting sod decreases effective water storage which the previously
extensive root system had tapped (Kerr et al.). Bunin et al (1992) suggest
irrigat¡ng the sod before cutting and after laying (Kerr et al. 1993. Late
winter (but not frozen soil) or early spring sod transplanting is recommended
so that the spring precipiration will help establish roots and bind the sod to
the subsoil (Kerr et al. 1993). Native grassland sodding is workable where
there is sufficient soil-binding by vegetation (especially rhizomatous grasses)
and is particularly suited to cooler locations because there is larger root
biomass under these conditions (Sims et al. 1984). The vegetat¡on
characteristics required for successful native grassland sodding are
sufficiently high plant cover, and enough with shallow roots or horizontal
stems in the surface soil (Sims et al I 984). Sod-forming plants such as
bluestems, blue grama grass¡ western wheat grass and sedges have
numerous rhizomes or stolons and are capable of good vegetative spread
(Kerr et al. 1993). Good surface soil binders include bluebunch wheat grass,
blue grama grass, fringed sage, threadleaf sedge, and western wheat grass,
Poor surface binders include; blue-bunch wheat grass, green needlegrass,
need le-a nd-th read, june grass, Sandberg bluegrass and sagebrush (Kerr et al.
1993), lt should be noted that there is a very high rate of seedling mortal¡ty
associated with sodding (Johnson, 1994, personal communication)


